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CRAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM AND ITS SIGNIFICANCE 
The secondary school population, according to Venable, 
doubled every ten years between 1890 and 1940.1 Since 1940 
it has continued its rapid.growth resulting in unprecedented 
numbers of young people in the high schools. This increase 
- -
in population, along with new philosophies of education, has 
made necessary many changes in educational patterns includ-
ing major changes in the secondary sch9ol curriculum. 
Originally, the sole objective of the secondary school 
was preparation for college; when the objectives were changed 
to include the needs.of 11 all the youth living in a town, city, 
or district, 11 the problem of the non-college-bound youth 
2 
arose. The study program of the 11 comprehensive high school" 
which has emerged, has as a consequence, assumed a dual char-
acter. The college-bound student has still pursued tradition-
al preparatory courses leading to College Board Ex~minations 
and further study while the non-college preparatory student 
has been guided to, or has drifted into, a non-academic elec-
tive program "composed of meaningful sequences of courses 
ulum 
----......... 
(Ne:w 
1 ' ·.,, .... · . . . 
. Tom 0•' ,Yelna;ble., ]?~rtterns .!!! Seconda;ry S~hool. C\].rrie-
(New York: Ha;rper a:tt<I 'B'rothers, 19:58); p. T6. 
2James. Bryant Conant, The Ame;rican High Sc:qool T<;>(ia;y 
Yo.rk:· McGra'W'-:ijill Bo ol;t Com,pany, 19S~), · p. · 7,~ ··· · · • 
•• 
• 
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l.eading to th.e developmep.t of' .mar~etable skills.n- Conant in: 
a-pp.raising- the Rmerican high schools has praised ihis progra;m 
even though a n·conside;rable body of criticism of our public 
s.clioo.ls has .been directed to. it.nL. 
•, 
Despite Conamt•s app·roval something has seemed to be 
lacking in. this (lual program when it was viewed in the light 
o.f the .American c:oncept of education which has included the 
propos.ition th~t each c:}).ild is entitled to the maxim.um in-
tellectual experience by which he. can benefit. The.Hau:-vaJrd 
Committee which was set up to study general educ.ation has 
stated the aims of education. thus·: 
Tail.ten as a;, whole education seeks to do two things: . · 
h.e:lp .young persons fu+fill. the· unique, particular f'unc~ 
tion. in life which. is in the_m .to :fulfill, and ·to fit them 
so far as it can, for those common spheres which a:s cit-
.iz_ens a~d heirs of' a joi~t culture! they will. share with 
others. · 
Thus s.elf'. f'ul:fillment and social adjustment have been 
the aims of educa--tion. ~.dequate social adju$tment to. ttthose 
c·ommon spherestt· implies maximwll s-elf fu].fillment .. While cer-
tain members of tlle group Qf non:-college preparatory stu_dents 
have had in,ihe.non-academic elective program as much as they 
could handle successfully, other members of the group have 
1 Ibid.' p. 30-
2
HaJrvard Committee, Gene:ral Education in:!!.Free Society 
( Ca;mbri<lge,. Mass .. : Hcnrvard: Unl:versity Press, 1955), P• ~· 
•, ' . . .. ·. . . 
-- responded enthusiastically and satisfactorily to different 
or additional material. The unequal res.:ponses and achieve-
ments· o:f the members. of the grol,lp have thus reflected the 
:findings of the committee as it reported.that between six 
and nine per cent of :n:on•-:college~pound students were col-
1 lege-capable. The unequal responses also ind;icated that 
3 
under the dual program members· of the group had not received 
the maximum intellectual experience with which th.ey could 
cope. 
In an effort to provide a dynamic intellectual exper-
ience to m. group o:f non-college preparatory students, a maJth-
ematicrul. concept wms cho~en _SJs a source of ada;t!tabL~ materiel 
of an intellectual nature to add to the skill-buir'ding pro-
gr~ in operation. This paper is a description of the pro-· 
_j ect and a;. report of the results. 
I~ THE PROBLEM 
Statement of the Problem 
The problem was to determ:ine if a group of non-college 
I 
prepmratory students could !.earn p.roperties and operations o:f 
sets from a teacher-constructed enrichment uqit. 
If these students were successful, answers to the fol-
!.owing sub-prohlems could also l;)e obtSJined: { l) Whro:t was the 
extent of correl&~tion. be-:fiween (a.) intelligence quotient and 
,. ,.. 
·. 
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degree of success, {b) mental Slge amd degree of success, amd!. 
(c) chronological age and degree of success? ( 2~) Of the cho...,., , · 
sen topics ( 8l.) w-hich. were most s;uccess:fully mastered, and 
(b) which were le8l.st successfully mmstel;'ed? 
Of interest and significance to the problem was the atti-
tude of the g:r·ou:p. WhSJt, in general, were the reactions of the 
students, acceptance or rejection? 
Definitions. Certain terms SJre defined in this: section 
as they were u~ed in this paper. (l) Enrichment, aJs used, re-
f'erred to the intro-duction. of new ideas or the interpretation 
of formerly presented ideas for the purpose of adding mea>ning, 
deepening understanding, and noting new relationships • .As used 
in this project enrichment was both horizontal am.d verticSJ1. 1 
(2) Non-college preparatory students designated those students 
who did not elect what bas been commonly Slccepted as college 
prep8lra:tory prog-r8lms of study. (3) Set, undefined, pertained 
to the idea or notion of thinking about a group of relaJted ob-
j eets 8lS m whole. ( 4) .& s.implified unit referred to a unit of 
study in which Sl topic wa~s developed for presen:tation through 
the use of objects, concrete situations, and familiar ideas. 
(5) The degree o:f success was defined as the per cent of cor-
rect items in Test III. Sixty per cent has been the pSlssing 
gra.de o:f the school (Girls' Ifigh School, Bos;ton, Massa:chusetts.) 
lqa:rter V. Good, Dictiojary of EducSJ:tion (New York: 
McGraxw-H~ll Book Company,· 1959 , p. 201. 
• 
• 
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The Importance of some New; Mathemartical Ideas 
Because of its nature and because o:f the revolution it 
wras creating in. the world of education, mo.dern mathematics 
was sc:+'utinized as a possible .source of dynamic ideas. Much 
publ.icity had brought it into the consciousness of the.gener-
a;I. public as well ~s educators. Mmthematicians had said that 
signi,ficant changes were taking place in mathematics. In.stead 
o:f trying to guess which trick to try to solve a problem, the 
modern mmthematician has sought to discove,r: the nature of the 
problem. Sawyer had said, nToday, developments in mathematics 
are concerned wi.th ••• patterns of thought and ••• insights 
. -~. . "I. F. tt2 d N 3 had b th t d th J.n:llo meanlngs. awce an· ewsome o. s resse e 
unifying and universal qualities of mathematical concepts. 
. . . h~ 
The H:mrvard Committ.ee in its report/defi:p.ed mathematics as 
nthe science of a;hstr8f.ct form ••• concerned with the univer-
. i 
s~l pattern within t~e concrete situa:tion." 4 These and simi-
lrur references were reminders that something significmni- was 
occurring in the field of mathematics .• 
1w •. w. Sa:.wyer, "The Nw:ture of Contempor"ary M"arthematics, 11 
Report of .~ Commission __ en Mathematics·· J.>regraJ!! for College 
Preparatory Mmtl:l:ematics ( Coliege En.trance Exam. Board 1959), -:-, ... '~, 
·p. 3. 
2Hmrold P. Fawcett, ''Mathematics in General Education," 
~.Developmen~s ~ Secondart School.Ma,thematics {Bulletin ef 
Na:;;tJ.onlllll AssocJ.a:tJ.on Sec. Sc • P:r,ne:J.pais,_ May 1959), p.33. 
3
carroll v. Newsem, Insights.into Modern Mathematics 
(Twenty-thi-rd Yearbook, Na:tienal CoUn.cil of Teatchers of Math-
emat:Lcs, .1957), p. 6. ··· -
4Rm~vmrd Committee, £E• £!!., P• 161. 
Experimental projects. Investigation show~d a number 
of proj eets being carried on in wh,ich modern ma.t;hem&r..tics wa;,s 
' . ,, 
b . •t d dli e·:tng :tn ro uee & · · 
6 
~. Nmtionad!. Association of ~e.condary Schoel. Principals. 
2. <lommis.sion on. Ua:thema.tics· ot the College Ent~ance 
~&mination Boax4. · 
3. ttrniversity of 'Illinois Gopnn:Lttee on: School Math-
, ema::tics (UICSM}; . . 
4. Secondary School: Curriculum Committee (sse-c) of the 
N.atienal. Council of T~aehers of Mathematics.· 
5. Minneseta. Natienal. La:borateryfor the Imprevement 
of Secondary School Ma:thematics. 
6. Balli. Stat.~ Teachers College Experimen.tal Program 
in ligebra:. and Geometry. 
7. University of' Maryland. Mathematics ProQ: .. e.·c'ii (UMMel?'). 
B. Sehoel. Mathematics. Study Greup (SMSG)., 1::;\-:... "J",;.:L··: ~ 
9. New- York State M~thema.ties'. Syllah:us Committee. 
1,.0. Bo,ston College Ma.them;tticaJ.. Series. 
Il. Princetan Unive.rsity Research Study. 
1.:2. Mathematics· Pvogra:m a:.t Phillips Exeter .Academy. 
13 • .&dvanced Pla;,cement Pregram of the Coll•ege Entrance 
Extiimination Board. · 
It was noted, however, that all of these studies and 
projects had college-bound s.tudents as the center o:f interest.; 
Some mention had been made conc.erning using the new maiterial 
with slower student.s by vmrying the pace and method. 2' 
The co!lcept of sets for enrichment. Preminent aliilong 
the new: ideas were 8l.spects of set theory. Mathematicians 
were in agreement that the idea; of s-ets was universal in 
I 
seo.l?'e amd simple to understand. In an article written by Mlllly 
1
studies in Mathematics .Education {Scott, Foresman 
am.d Compmny, 19590 · · · · · ·· 
2E. G~ Begle, "Introduetion1.z.__ ~· Developments .!!!-
Secondary School Mathematics (Bulletin of N'aiion8il As.so-
c.~a'ti<ui of Secondary· SCh:oai Principals, May 1959), p~ 6. · 
• 
7 
and Vwn Engen on an aspect of modern mathematics the follow-
ing opinion concerning sets was expressed: 
The· idea of a set of things is very coiiUilon and quite 
easy to·grasp. Children think in terms o:f sets and op-
erations with sets a.t a very early age. M~thematicians 
have taken the notion o:f sets· as a. very ba:sic element 
in the construction of virtually all mathematical sys-
tems, and many o:f them think tha.t sets. should be basic 
to our system oh instruction in the elementary and sec-
ondary schools •. 
Emphasizing the extreme simplicity of sets, Boehm ~e­
lated the following justification of his. thinking; . 
• • • The la;te EdwSJrd Kasner ••• used to lecture on 
infinite sets to kinderg;arten classes. The children, he 
fopnd, readily reconci),.ed thems.elves to the notion of2 infinity and got the fundamental ideas of set theory. 
BecaJuse o:f the universal yet simple aspects o:f the 
concept of sets and becmuse no program had been projected 
concerning sets particularly for non-college preparatory 
students, this concept w~s clio sen as the subj eet of the en-
richment unit to be eonstruc;ted and presented. 
II. THE STUDY 
Jfn Overyiew of the Study . 
A view o:f the participants, a S"!lmmary of the content 
~K ... 0. M~ and H. Van. Engen, nRelations and Functions," 
Growth of Maihem~tica:l Ideas, Twenty-fourth Yearbook of the 
Na::tienarcOiinc:il of' TeSD.chers of MtiD:thematics (Washington, D. c.: 
N. C. T. M.·, 1:959); p. 67. 
2a .. K-. W. Boehm, The New World .£! Math. (Scranton, Pm.: 
Haddon CraJft smen, 19 59) , . · p. · 20. · · 
• 
It 
and te~ching aids used, and an account of the procedure 
which was. :followedhli~ been placed in this overview. 
8 
The paJrticipants. When the project began, eighty-one 
girls were listed as participants; when the project ended, 
:fifty-eight remained. Tb.e group represented dissimilar cul-
tural and economic levels, as well as, varied national and 
racial backgrounds. The st.udents were members o:f five sim-
ilar general mathematics classes whose objective was to in-
crease skill in the mathematics of everyday living • .Nccord-
ing to file.d data, intelligence quotients in the group var-
ied from seventy to one hundred :fifteen; chronological ages 
varied from 13.6 years to 17.6 years; mental .ages varied 
from 11 •. 1 years to 1"8.5 years. The chronological age group 
with the greatest number of·members was the group whose mem-
bers were fifteen years of age.The menyal age group with the 
greatest numb'er of members was also the group whose :zpembers 
were :fifteen years of age. The group of participants with 
the g;re.atest number of similar intelligence quoti.ents had 
intelligence quotients between eighty-one and nin,ety inclu-. 
sive. These figures and others are to be found in Table I 
and Ta.ble II in Chmpter III. 
Lesson content and teaching aids. The unit prepared 
:for this study included the most commonly presented proper-
ties, r.elmtionships and opel,'ations found in several text-
books which were b.eing us·ed with college-bound students in 
s.econdary scJ;tools. Many examples, exerc·ises, and problems 
- ~- 1 
were taken directly from the textbooks; others ~ere mi-tered 
in the interest of simplicity. The ideas presented wereJ 
identificaf.ion alnd repr~s;enta::tion o:f setsJ, number sets with-
in the set of real numbers) intervals on the real number 
line' the universe and related sets~h.e.::,.efu;pty;<:s.e~, identica,l 
sets;, one-to-one correspondence* equivalent set.$; cardinalityj 
disjoint sets~_ overlapping sets:, union) intersection; sym-
Materials to aid instruction were freely used. Perhap·s 
the most useful were the mimeographed exercises and mssignments 
which included illustrations of number lines, intervals, Venn 
dimgrams, snd symbols. Cuto~t objects were used on the flannel 
borurd to show groups and. ?et relationships.· Cutout frames were 
employed. -to develop the meaning of Ye.nn diagrams. Poster-type 
ilLustrations vere on display in -the elassro01;n. A. concrete .de-
vice was the method of :form~ng the students, themselves, into 
sets with ea.ch girl becoming an element. The elements w-ere 
described by characteristics or location. 
. ln&ymond J • Aiken and ChaJ.rles A,• Besem~n, Modern ~-
emartics: Topics-~ Problems (N. Y.: McGrliDW-HJ.ll Book Camp~y, 
1:9'>59); W •. R. Kl;"'J.ckenberger and H. R. ~ear son, ~ Introc}l1ctJ.on 
to Se-ts a:nd the. Structure of .Algebra (Boston, Ma:::ss~: Chnn Pu.E-
Iishing COmpany, 1958); am.'Cr'E. Woodward and R. C. McLennan, 
Elementa::!J: ~ncepts .2.£ Sets (N. Y.: Henry Holt and Company, 
!9·59).. . 
.. 
• 
]_Q 
The . ;,e_ro~ edure. After the topic for the enrichment 
unit was chos.en, textbooks were examined t.o find .suitable 
examples mnd e?Cercis.es. Many e~ercis~~ could not be used be-
cause th.ey involved idems which were not in the experience 
of the students. The unit wa:s w:ritten using many exe~cises 
common to most o:f the texts plus some exercises found in 
none; home assignments a;nd exe+cises were ~inteogra.phed, and 
three tests were prepared. 
Fifteen periods of approximately :forty minutes ea;ch 
ha.d been approved :for the e~ichment experience. Ten periods • 
were spent in presentation and Q"onscious learning, two periods 
in review, and thre.e in te~ti:ng • 
.After the group was taught and tesi7ed, the results 
were studied and tabulated, in Chapter III• Correlations and 
partial correlations were c·o~puted to fiD,.d amswers to the 
questions in: the problem and sub-problems. 
Tw.o methods were used to discover the reactions of 
the students: (1) l!ll.ctivitie.s and attitudes were observed by 
the te.acher,and (2) _.unsigned .statements were requested am.d 
received from a. smmple group of students reporting their 
opinion of and reaction to the unit • 
J 
• 
' 
' 
CII.Kl?TER I:I 
C'ONTENT AND INSTRUCTION OF THE UNIT 
I. THE LESSONS 
The lessons of the unit were built around the follow-
ing five. ideas: (1) the ide,a. or notion of sets, identifica-
tion of sets, and eenstruction of sets, (2:) description of 
sets as the universe of disc·ourse, supers:ets, subsets,. in-
finite.,e;;e1ts, finite sets. including the empty set, (;3) rela.-
. . '. 
tions between sets,. ( 4) operations on sets: union., intersec,..· ·,., 
tion, and. complement, and (5) comparison of sets. 
The• detailed unit was placed in .Appendix .A. k.. summar-
ized description o:f the day to day pregress is presented in 
this· chapter. 
Le·sson I. The: Idea.. of S~ 
Thinking in terms of collections which have a unify-
ing property, exp-T·~~s:i':nf·<th-e.:::t;e.i-:m;~, .~: nset" and nelement," 
and identifying sets by description and listing, formed the 
eon-(ient of the first lesson. 
The idea of sets was introduced through a narrative • 
... 
Very informally the class was .shown that sets could be de-
s:cribed or listed, that a member of a set was called an 
element, that. braces and commas were used in writing sets, 
·an.d that a description w~s correct if th.rough it a particu- . 
• 
12 
~ar or unique set could be id.entified. Before the c~ase o:f 
the p.erioii the home assi~el;l:t, in the :form o:f mimeograJphed 
exercis~s, wss examined, discussed, and begun •. 
Lesson II. Related Sets 
Sets, subsets,· and supersets were p~esented as rela-
tions which were evident. The iderowa;s explored 1,1si.o.g f8llllil-
· i~r, non-:ma;tliemai{icml ele):nents: sets of students, sets of 
ratters of the a;lphabet, etc. The universe as a superset wms 
presented a;nd ex8llllp'les w:ere discussed, beginning with obvious 
.sets wh.ieh could b.e thought o:f' m.s overaJll supers.ets in ··, pw.r-
tic:ula;r situations. _S~eh universal' supersets were sets srich 
as the seit of roll the students in the school, mll the stu-
dents pose:ssi,ng certain characteristics, or>ili~.olf geometric 
:forms.. The complement, though classified a;s aJn op:era.tion, 
fitted iato this picture of s·ets vieyed in re:t.SJtion to emch 
other. 
After taking note o:f the rela·t'ionships between sets, 
t\I:e class was ah.t:ro'dJ:~.ced·; -~t,o·' otb;.~?-·: 7.':fo;.Blctw:i'ng .;.'sjm~o.~;;S::: __ ;::,;·,; 
.· ~- . . . . 
tt T:J, '·' , (_ , ·..&.. , A •·. '' to use in writing these relationships. 
The home mssignment which consisted of constructing 
subsets. within given supers.ets, was presented,. ex;plain.ed, 
mn.d begun in class •. 
• 
Lesson III. Numbers 
One-to-one correspondence was pres.ented as leading to 
counting and. titus to natural numberso. 1 The invention and use 
of the number, zero; making, possible mea~uring and represen-
t&tion of direction, w:as presented as an important develop-
ment in mathema-tics. The :n.rotural number line was pictured, 
a'll.<i its extension in:to the line .of integers wros interpreted. 
Certain sets: of na::tural numbers .with .which the students wer.e 
roequainted were reviewed and shown to be within the universe 
13 
of the set o:f nrotural numbers. The subsets of the set o:f na'ii-
urrol numbers were the set of odd numb.ers, the ~et of even 
numhe~s, the: set of prime numbers, and the set of numbers 
which Wi·ere perfect squrores. 
A. set of mimeog~a±>hed exercises wa:s completed in class 
as m group project, and a set of exercises wrus given as the , 
home assignment. 
Lesson IV. Real Numbers 
The set of real numbers was shown to be represented by 
the s:et of all points: on a continuous lin.e. The s.et o:f po:!-ni{s 
included points representing fractions of all kinds a.s well 
a.s integers. 
----~------·~ 
I . d Davl. 
The k'thenaeum 
1~10. ' ' 
Eugene Smith, Number Stories of ~ong .A.fo. {Boston: 
Press, Ginn amO: Company, Propne ors, 919), pp. 
,, -~"".::-
,_~ 
.... 
.. 
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Jill int.erval wa:Js defined ros the set o:f points, each rep-
resenting m. real number :from the set of reml numbers, which 
mad~ up m given segment of the real number line. The methods 
of showing ffin interval on the number line and representing 
an interva;l by symbols were ta.ughj:;. 
Other s;ymbols. introduced or reviewed in this: lesson 
were: tt •.•• ; ••• , ;. :# ; )> ; <. • tt 
Lesson v. Test I 
Nine questions, open sentences involvi.+lg sets of nat-
urrol num.bers, integers, and real numbers as .well as symbols 
were: given. rus a test :for tea;chimg purposes. The test involved 
making true statements by ins.erting a word, phriDSe, or symbol 
from a; lis;t which wros provided. 
Lesson VI. Set Not1111tion 
The set-builder notation was shown to be an accurmte 
abbreviation. for describing a set. Attention YSlS called to 
item.s necessa.ry :for this notati·on: (1) a pair of braces to 
dica:.te 81. set, {Z) t:Q:.e variable to represent any element in 
given set, ( 3) a new symbol which was read ttsuch that" and 
to O;l4k): the defining sentence which g~ve the conditions that 
the elements o:f the set had to meet. 
the 
in-
a 
led 
Pra:ctice was given to .familiarize the class with the 
nota;.tion SJnd its interpretation. The home assignment contin-
ued the practice • 
• 
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Le,sson VII. The Empty Set 
The items taught in Lesson VII were (1) properties of 
the empty set a:ncl (2) the symbol :for the empty set. Exaunples 
of the: empty set were given in a:bundance. The students were 
required to describe and define the empty set. Attention was 
CaJlled to the three typ:es of sets which had been encountered 
with reference to the number of elements they had: (I) sets 
whos:e elements it wals. impossible to count, (2') sets whose 
elements c·ould be counted, and ( 3) the empty set which hmd 
no elements. 
The home assignment was a. set of eight exercises which 
were sets to cl.assify into one of the three categories: (1) 
with elements impossible to list, (2) rith elements possible 
to list, and (3) with no elements, (the empty set. 
Lesson VIII. Opera,tion Union 
Examples of union of, sets, description of union lea.d-
ing to its definition, and the symbol representing union con~ 
s·tituted the:. content of Lesson VIII •. The :flamnel-board proved 
to be an exeellent tool for developing Venn diagrams through 
whlch this operation could be pictured. Movable circumferences 
am.cl elements were arranged in the several possible pmtterns1 
and union of the sets thus formed was demonstrated. The symbol. 
of opera.tion was 'V 1' The several relations of the sets to 
each other were: Ji. CB; A // C; and D and E overlapping, 0 • 
• 
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Lesson: IX. Operation :rntersee.tion 
The goal of Lesson IXwas to teae.h the- meaning and sym-
bol.ic representation of intersection. The meaning was approached 
through the familiar idea of intersecting streets • .A set of 
houses en street A ~nd a set of houses on street B; were con-
sidered res elements. of set A SJnd set B, respectively. The s~et 
o.f four hous:es on th.e four c·orners at the crossing of the two 
streets was the set of intersection. Earch of these four 
hous:es was actually an element of the set· o:f houses on. street 
)L ana: also an element o:f the set. of hous:es on street B. Th.e 
idea of common elements in two or more sets, the operation 
intersection, was then illustrated with Venn diagra:ms. 
The home. assignment consisted in farming the set of 
intersection of designated sets and writing the set in roster 
form. 
The symbol of intersec:tion~was. ~~." 
Less.an X. Test II 
The sec:ond test, used as a. teaching technique not as 
a memsure of achievement, consisted of twenty questions in-
volving the following skills.a~dideas: listing elements of 
a set,. describing a set, using symbols of inequality, natura]. 
numbers, intervals on the real number line, set notation,. 
intersect~on, union, and Venn diagrams. 
_The results of the test were placed in T&ble IV • 
-17 
Lesson XI •. Identical Sets 
The purpose of Lesson. XI was to establish the meaning 
of identicml sets. The sign of equality, 11 ::::., u waJs read " is 
the same as. 11 Set .A amd set B were identical sets if and only 
i:f each el~ment of set .A w·ffis an element of set B and each el-
ement of set: :B was a:n element of set A.. The order of the ele-
men.ts: did not need to be the same •. 
The home assignment consisted ~f identifying and label.,.. 
ing identical sets. 
Lesson XII. !9:uival.ent Sets 
In order to teach equivaLent sets adequartely, one-to-
one correspondence was reviewed, and the' meaning of the ··car-
dinal number''- was introduced •. Examples of' cardinal numbers 
were given before a definition was constructed .. The contrast 
between identical and equivalent sets was made. It was noted 
that the. statement: "Every pair of identical s·ets: is a pair of 
equival.ent s:ets,.ttr was a true sta;tement, but the converse of 
the statement was false. Equiva.lent sets need not be identical. 
The home assignment consisted of selecting from sets 
o:f·three equivalent sets two which were identical. 
Lesson XIII. Review 
Mimeographed review exercises which summarized tJae con-
tent of the unit, were used in class as the basis for discus-
sion. of the ideas which had been presented in the unit. 
• 
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The home assignment was to study a review sheet of ex-
exercises .in order to ask questions about any idea in the 
unit which wa.s not entirely clear. 
Les:s:on XIV. Review 
The second review lesson was conducted in .the same 
form and manner as Lesson XIII with different sheets of re-
view exercises :f·or class discussion and :for home assign~ 
ment •. 
Lesson XV. Tes:li III 
The final test and accepted evaluation o:f achievement 
was Test III. This test was constructed of questions on sym-
bols, sets to identity and construct, intervals on the real 
number line, Venn diagrams, and several related but miscel-
laneous items. 
kn am.alysis of Test III·.was made, and the re.sults were 
recorded. See Tmble v· in Chapter III. 
.. 
• 
CHAPTER III 
AN.ALYS IS OF RESULTS 
I. THE TABLES 
Des:e:ription. o:f the Tl!llbles 
Five types .of. tables wer.e employed to record findings.:: 
(I) profile of the group, (2) prof'il.es of the individurel stu-
dents, (3) it.em ana-lysis of.' the tests and resp·onses, (4) dis-
trihution of. scores and c entrSJl tendency data,, and ( 5) corre-
Jl.axion coeff.ieientsa Chronologic8Jl age, mental alge, SJnd intel-
lig;en.ce quotients w-.e:re the components of the profiles. Th.~se 
datSJ. for the group and :for the individual students are to be 
found in Taible I amd Tmhle II, respectively. AnaJlyses of the 
content and records of correct responses to specific items 
of the tests were placed in TaJble III, Tmble IV, a1nd TaJble v. 
Dis,trib>uti<;>n of scor.es a:n.d da--ta. cone erning the standard devi-
ation of Test III vere placed in Tmble VI. Correlation and 
prortial. correlation petween certain variables were computed 
amd the resulting coef.fi~ients were maJde the findings: of 
I I , \ ' ~~. .. ·' 
Taible VII. 
Trehle I. .A summary o:f drota regarding chronological 
a:ges, mentrul ages, and intelligence quotients of the :fifty-
eight students whos:e records, were complete and a-vaJilable 
was pla;ced in Tmble I. From the in:formation in Twble I at 
• 
••• 
~.r.-.-~." ~.- - . -.-, ; •. 
.... ..... 
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< ••• 
picture o:f the group was obtained. The range of ehrono~W4.;<.!l8;i; 
ages WaJS expproximately five years., but the range of' me;~~\'"\-: 
-_ ... -
wges was aipproximately eight years. The greatest frequ,e:new:'f' .· .· 
·.:?~J~ii: .. ·:~<-· 
in. both chronologica:l and mental fliges occurred in the ~:~·~_®',. 
15.9 ye,ar interval. The arithmetic mean of chronologic'~:I,' 
;•'\ 
ages was 15.2. years; the mean:. o:f mental reges WaJs: 14.4 ~E1~p::r-;' 
~"C"~; . ": ~. . • 
.~ 
the mean o:f intelligence quotients was 93.9. Twenty st~~~~W 
had intelligence quotients greater than one hundred; t.;~..;_~i~"' 
,._ 
two ha:;_d intelligence quotients less than ninety. 
. ... · 
:-.~ -.. 
.;-
:· ,··· 
-• 
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T.A\BLE I 
DISTRIBUTIDON OF CHRONOLOGICAL kGES~ MENT~L AGES, 
KND INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS OF PARTICIBANTS 
Chronological 
aJg,es in years 
1!7.0--17.9 
16.0--16.9 
l.5. 0--1'5. 91 
14~0-14.9 
1'3. 0--13 •. 9 
Number in· 
a.rge in-terval 
5 
11. 
2l 
19 
2 
Mental ages 
in yea:xs 
];.~. ().1....;.-18. 9 
lt7. 0--17.9 
16.0-16.9 
15.0--15.9 
14.0--14.9 
13.0--13.9 
12.0--12.~ 
11.0--11.9: 
Intelligence :Nurhlilen'in 
q~pt i en.:t. s · in.tJti:v.al . 
111--120 5 
101~-110 15 
91:.--I.OO 15 
81-- 90 1.6 
71-- 80 6 
6I,...- 70 1 . 
Numb.er in 
age 
in-terval 
2 
5 
6 
1a 
12 
6 
10 
4 
... 
• 
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Tmble II. Dm.ta in Tmhle II ~owed twenty students 
whose ment$1 age exceeded the ehro:aological age, two w.hose 
mental age and chronological age were the same, and thirty-
six whos .. e mental age was less than the chronological age. 
The set of chronological ages of the students varied from 
13.7 to 17.2 yeSJ;r:s 1 mental ages from 11.1 to 18.5 years, 
intelligence quotients from 70 to 1:!.-5, and. test scores from 
21. to 9:3: per cent. 
The highest score wa.s made by a. student whose intel.-
Iigence quotient was 96, chronologica;l age, 15.8 years, aJnd 
mentrol aJge 15.0 yemrs. The lowest score was made by a stu-
dent whos;e intelligence quotient was 8~, chronologica,1l mge·, 
1:6.8 yerors and mental age 15.0 years, and by a. s.tuden.t whose 
intellig;enc e quotient was 99, chronologicaol aJge, 14.8, a::nd 
mentrol. age 1'4 .• 5 years. 
Th:e student with the highest intelligence quotient 
ha.d 74 per cent correct responses; the student with the 
lowest intelligence quotient had 48 per cent correct re--
s,ponses. 
The s>tudent with the highest menta;l aJge h.red 77 per 
cent correct 11es.pon.ses; the student with the lowest men-
tal age ha;-.d 54 per cent correct responses. 
The student with the highest chronologicaol aJge, 17 .s. 
yerors, ha:.d 45 per cent; the student with the lowest, 13.6 
years, ha.d 87 per cent • 
• 
• 
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In. the group of t·w:en.ty s·tudents whos:e recorded intelli-
gence quotients: were a;bove 100, s:even had less than 60 per 
cent on the third test. In the group of twenty-two students 
wh.os;e intelligence quotients were less than 90,. s:ix hred 60 
per cent or more. (Sw~ty per cent was the passing grade o~ 
th.eir s:chool, a;.s well a:.s the criterion of' success f'or this 
proj eet.) 
The mentrel age range was approxim8liiely eight years. 
In the group of twelve students whose mental age was six-
teen. years or more, onLy two s;tudents: had less than 60 per 
cent on Test III. In the grou.p of twenty whos.e menta;l rege 
was less than: fourteen yeaJrs, ten. haJd 60 per cent or more. 
) 
24 
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T.NBLE II 
:cHRONOLOGIC.A:L.RGES, lvfENT)a, .A:G:E;S, INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS, 
.AillSENCES, Mm· PER CENT OF CORRECT RESPONSES 
ON TES,T III 
Crese. Chr.Ci)nologi- Mental 'I. .Q. .A:bsences Per cent 
number CBll rug·e .age correct 
1 14.5 16.7 115 6 77 
2 15.6 17.9 114 0 62 
3 18.6 r6.4 ],13 2 87 
4 '14.9 16.7. 112 9 62 
if. .. 5 16.7 18.5 '1,.11 I. 77 
6 1,4~6 15.8 108 0 74 
'7 15.0 1:.6.5 107 0 74 
8 . 14.0 i5.o 107 0 74 
9 14.9 15.7 105 2 70 
10 17.1 18.0 105 I 55 
11 16'.1 17:.0 105 0 77 
l.Z . ,. . 14.3 . 14.8 l04 2: 51 
:1:3 
' 
14.3 14.8 104 0 55 
14 14.7 15.3 104 4 40 
15 16~8 17.3 1.03 2 74 ·If'· 
1.6 16.7 r1.2 1D3 I 55 
' 
.1.7 15.3 1.5.6 ID2 I. •57 
18 14.8 15.0 '102 2: 57 
!:9 L6.6 16.9 ·.102 1 60 
20 ):.4.4. 1.4.6 101 0 '60 
21 _, I5.2 1'5.2 100 3 .62 
22' 17.6 17.6 100 I 45 
r. 2.3 ll5.1 14.9 99 0 77 
24 14.6. 14.4 99 1 55 
25 '14.8 14.5 9.9 3 21 
2:6 14.5 14.0 .. 97 1· 6,4 
2:.7 15.8 15.3 97 1 51 
28 14.7 1:4.3 97 0 55 
29 15.8 15.0 96 0 93 
30 15.3 14.7 94 3 43 
31. 1!.5.9 14.9 94 3 43 
32 17.4 1.6.5 94 r. 81 
'33 15.5 14.3 92 0 62 
. 34" 16.7 15~2 91 4 30 
35 14.4 13.1 91 7 62 
36, 16.5 14.4 90 2 64 
• 
• 
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TABLE II (CONTINUED) 
Cmse Chro.uo1ogi- Meni;a1 I. Q. Absences Fer cent 
number cal a~ge ag~ correct 
37 16.8 15.0 89 I 21 
38 T:7.Z 15.3 89 1 48 
39 1.6.7 15.3 89 5 64 
40 113.7 13.1 89 0 87 
41 15.5 13.6 88 0 70 
42 15.3 13~5 88 0 66 
43 14.1 12.4 88 0 38 
44 14.2 12.2 86 0 55 
45 15.1 l.3.0 86 0 51 
46 15.2 12.9 85 0 48 
47 15.0 12.8 85 0 57 
48 14.8 11.7 83 2 51 
49 14.8 12.1 82; 2 51 
50 1.6.5 13.5 82 0 77 
5l 15.7 12 .• 6 81 r· 60 
52 15.1 11.6 77 3 57 
53 15.2 11 .• 7 77 0 40 
54 15.8 12.0 76 3 43 
55 1.5.8 12.0 76 -7 34 
56 1.5.0 11.1 74 2 48 
57 16.4 12.0 73 0 40 
58 1.7.2 12.0 70 3 48 
2'6 
Treble III. .An analys:is o:f Test. I was placed in Table 
III. The test whlch was given as a teaching device only, 
dea;lt wi-f!h.s:ymbols, numbers, and one-to-one correspondence~ 
Sixty-nine students: took this test. There were 621 
pos s:ibl e res:p;onses; "t'here were 370 correct responses, i.e., 
59J. 5 p.er cent co::brect responses. 
Table III shows the results as :follows: one-to-one 
correspondence~ 81. p:er cent c·orrect; natural numbers, 74 p:er 
cent correct; symbols, 64 per cent correct; real numbers, 
43 per cent correct; and integers, 42 per cent correct. 
Table lV. The results o:f Test II, given :for terochin.g· 
purposes only, were as :follow-s in Table IV. The test dealt 
with listing elements of a set, describing .sets" using sym-
bols of' inequality, natural numbers, intervals, set .notation, 
intersection of sets, union of' sets, and Venn diwgrams. 
Sixty-six students took the test. Since there were 
twenty questions·, there were 1320 possible. responses. There 
'WI:ere actually 800 correct responses or 60.6 per cent correct. 
-Question 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
Totals 
:Per c.ent 
• 
~XBLE III 
GONT:E¥T, RESJ?DNS]JS, PER CENT CORRECT 
TEST I 
27 
Con..te.nt Responses Per cent 
number number correct 
correct incorrect 
NaJtura1 n.umbers 51 18 74 
One-to-one cor- 5& 13 . 81 
respondence 
Counting num"bers 28 41 41 
Real numbers 30 39. 43 
Integers 29 40 42 
Symbol; ,. "· > tf" 47 22 68 
Symoo1, 11 > nr 42 27 60 
.. 
Symbol, tl < II' 47 22 68 
Symbol, tt<_W 42 27 60 
370 251 60 
correct of" total content 60 
Question 
l L. . 
2 
a 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
g; 
I D. 
Iii. 
I2. 
I3 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19: 
20 
Totals 
T.AiBLE IV 
UONTENT, RESPONSES t PER CENT C"ORRECT 
T:EIST II 
Content Responses Per cent 
number number correct 
correct incorrect 
ListiPLg elements: 62' 4 95 
of a; set 54 12' 82 
22 44 33 
49 17 74 
Describing a:: set 43 23 65 
22 44 33 
49' 17 74 
48 18 73 
Using: symbols of 40 26 61 
inequa;lity 45 2r. 68 
Naturs;l' number.s. 47 19 71 
Int erva::l s 49 17 74 
Set notation 8 58 12 
Inters.ection of sets 46 20 70 
45 2.1. 68 
46 2:6 61 
Union of sets 24 42: 36 
11.9 47. 29 
Venn. dia::gra;ms 31 35 47 
57 9 86 
800- 526- 6•1 
r_. 
--:--, ~ .. ~!·~~-=:-:- .. ;:~-... -:--~·-,:· ~:- ... -7~ 
.· ..... 
28 
.. 
29 
Tai.ble v. The resul is o:f Test III were pictured graph-
ically in this table. T~ble V can be read to get in£ormation 
concerning both c'on.tent or response. Rea;_d horizontally,. the 
response of an individual student to each question can be 
ascertained. Read vertica;lly, the number o:f. correct responses 
to a;. :pa;rtic·ulror question can be noted and the per cent o:f a 
group o:t questions around one idea can be read• 
The test wrns given to :fi:fty-eight students. The results - · 
were listed .according to descending order o:f' intelligence 
quotients. The :first twenty cases were those with intelligenc,e 
quotients above 100. 
.. T~BLE V 
CONTENT, RESPONSES,· PER C;ENT CORRECT 
TEST III 
C 0 N T E ·N -.T 0 F Q·· U E S T I 0 N S 
30 
.Symbols Sets: con-
struct and 
identi:fy 
Num-
ber 
line 
Misc. Vel!ln Per 
CaJ.se 
number 
diagrams eenii 
cor-
rect 
I 
2 
3 
4· 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
1::4 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
1-. --------13 14-----:----~5 26--31 32--3~ 38------47 
** ******** * ** **** **' ***** *** ** ** ***** 
** * **** * *** ** **** *** * * ** ***** 
************* *** ******* ****** **** * ***** ** 
*** **** * * ** ******* *** ** * ***** l 
** ********* * *** *** *** ****** **** ***** 
** ****** . ********** *** **** * ***** **** 
***** * **** * *** *** ** ******'******·** * * ~t ****** * * ** ******* ***** *** * ** ***** 
** ******* * ****-'** * ***· * **** *** * **** 
***** **** * ** ~* '** * * *** ** * * 
** ' ******* ************ ****** ****** ** * 
** * **** * * **** ** * *** ** : -~** . 
** * ******* * ** ; *** * *** **** * * 
** ****· * ** ** *** * * *** 
******* **** * ****** ** ****** ****** ** * 
** ****** ** * * *** *** *** ** * ** 
** ******** * ** *** * * * * ** * *** * 
** * ** ** ****** ***** ****** ** * 
** * ****** * ** ** *·* * ****** * * ** * 
** **** **** **** * * ***** *** **** 
2L ** 
22 * 
******* **** ******* * 
****** **** * * ** 
**** ** 
*** * 
** 
** 
23 
24 
25 
2.6 
27 
28 
29: 
30 
-lf************ *, ** * ** ** *** 
** ******* * ** ** *** *** 
** 
** ******** ** * **** *'*** 
** ** **** * * *** *· ** 
****if-·** 
****** 
***** 
**·** **** 
* *** **** * 
*** * *** * 
** ******** * * **** ** *** ** 
************* * * ******** ****** ***** 
* *~ 
********** 
* ** * ** *** ****** ***** 
77 
62 
87 
62 
77 
74 
74 
74 
70 
.$i~ 
77 
51 
55 
40 
74 
55 
57 
57 
60 
60 
62 
45 
77 
55 
Zl 
64 
51 
55 
93 
43 
Ca;se. 
number 
TABLE V (CONTINUED) 
CON1J:ENT OF QUESTION.S 
Symbols Set:;: con..-
st.ruct and 
identify 
Num-
ber· 
line 
Misc. 
31 
Venn Per 
diagraiJts cent 
cor-
rect 
l----------1'3 14-------2 5 26--3I. 32·~-37 38------4 7 
** 
* 
*** * 
* 
* ** 
**** 
* 
** * 
** 
* 
** 
**** 
* 
N6'JVE .. : .A correct response is represented by *. 
. I 
ar 
43 
s·a 
62 
30 
64 
48 
z::u 
64 
87 
70: 
6.6 
38 
51:. 
55 
48 
57' 
51: 
511. 
77 
GO 
57 
40 
43 
3.4 
48 
40 
48 
NOTE: Eaeh.numbered horizontB!l line is a record of the 
correct responses of a. pmrticular student. Ea;ch vertical col-
I... umn. is at record of the correct responses of the group to· m. 
particular g_uestion. 
; 
. 
• 
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Tmble VI'! Ta.bulation. of data. from Test III scores to 
show distribution and central tendency, reveals a distribution 
of scores whos:e gr?-ph is very close to the normal curve. With 
am arithmetic mean of 60 per cent and a. standard deviation of 
15.75 distribution of scores from twenty-one to the interval 
including on.e hundred in. standard deviation units was three, 
five, eight, thirteen., fourteen, nine, three, one. 
With reference to the mean, thirty-one per cent o::f "Phe 
scores were between the mean and positive one standard devia.-
:If 
tion. Thirty-six per cent were between the mean and negative 
one standard deviation. Forty~five ·per cent were between the 
mean and positive two standard deviations~ Fifty per cent 
were between the mean and negative two standard deviations:. 
F'orty-six per cent were between the mean and positive three 
standard deviartions. Fifty-three per ce:q.t were between the 
meaJn.and negative three standard deviations. 
Between· pos:itive one ~d negative one standard devia-
tions were sixty-seven per cent of all scores. Between pos-
itiv·e •Id and negative .two standard deviations were niniljy-· 
five per cent of .the scores. Between positive three and neg-
a;tive three standard deviations were one hundred per cent 
o:f the s:cores • 
• 
• 
-
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TABLE VI 
DISfRIBUTION OF PER CENT SCORES, .ARITHMETIC MEAN, AND 
STANDARD DEVIATION IN 
TEST III 
S 0 0 R E I N- F R E Q U E N-,.A R I T H M E T- S T B.. N D .A R D 
TERV.&LS CY IC MEA.N DEVIATION 
91--100 l 
8T- 90 3 
71- 80: 9 
6li.- 70 14 
51- 60 13 60 .. ].5.75 
41- 50 8 
31- 40 5 
2T~ 30 3 
---
PER CENT 0 F s c 0 RES BET W EEN : 
Mean Mean Mean Mean Me am. Mea:n +I SD · +2 SD +3 SD 
and S~nd and a:nd and and and and and 
+1 SD -l SD +2 SD -2 SD -f3 SD -3 SD -1 SD -2' SD -3 SD 
31 36 45. 50 46 53 67 94.8 100 
• 
• 
Table VII. Correlation results give correlation be-
tween intelligence quotients and Test III as with coef:.- ... 
34 
f'ieient 0.43, mental age and Test III with coefficient 0.47, 
chrono.l,ogical age and Test III with coefficient :-O •. IO. 
Pmrtia!I. correlation:·' o:f intelligence quotients and Test III i-icad 
coe£ficient 0.40 When mental age was held constant. Partial 
correlation of mental age and Test III whe:m intelligence 
quotient was held;had coefficient 0.50. Partial correlation 
for chronological age and Tes:t III when mental age was held, 
was -0.33. 
There was a difference in simple· correlation between 
the mental age and intelligence quotients taken with Test III 
o:f' 0. 04. whereas, the difference when partial correlations 
were taken was 0.10. This seemed to indicate that mental age 
was the more potent factor. But the difference is statistic-
ally negligible. 
The coefficients of the fourteen year ol.d greup which 
wa.s chosen becat.use o:f their apparent interest is slightly 
higher than the coefficients of the whole group., being 0.49 
and 0.55 • 
. . 
,·. ~. 
T.&BLE VII 
CORREL.K~IONS AND PARTIAL CORRELATIONS FOR INTELLIGENCE 
QUOTIENTS,. MENTAL AGES:, lfND CHRONOLOGTC..&L kGES 
WITH TEST III . 
Vmriable:s Correlartion coefficient •" ·. 
I. Q. amd Test III 0.43 
M. .A .. mnd Test. III 0.47 
c. .K. aJnd Test III -0 .. 10 
I. Q. am:d Test III (C. A. T4 yrs.) 0.49 
M. ~ .. amd Test III (C. ,l>. .• 1:4 yrs.) 0 .. 55 
PARTIML CORRELATIONS 
Varia:bles Held constant Coefficient . ~· .. 
'~ ...... ·• " 
. I. Q. amd Test III M • X • 0.40 
M .. ,& •. am.d Test III I. Q. 0.50 
c. .£. mn.d Test III M • .& .• -0.33 
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Cru:PTER IV 
REACTIONS OF STUDENTS 
I. OBSERVATIONS 
Reactions of the students were varied, ranging from 
enthusiasm to oppositi~n.. Initial interest was generally 
high, continuing throughout the unit in some cases, but 
soon terminating ~n others. Acceptance of the mimeographed 
1..essons and assignments wms enthusiastic and seemed to be 
a. frector in the excellent cooperation •. Many students, re-
turning from a. p·eriod of ~bsence, would request the miss-
ing lessons. attitudes of amusement or attitudes of ab-
s0rbing interest were evident as simplified explanations 
or illustrations were given. ~here was particular :i,.nterest 
shown in the lessons dealing with sets of numbers: natural 
numbers, integers, and real n~mbers. 
The lesson periods were pleasant and seemingly an-
ticipa-ted by some of the students. Repeated comments re-
vealed the common opinion that the work wms emsy. The stu-
dents who got low grades on the early tests gave reasons 
which, to them, accounted for the failure. 
Of forty-three unsigned expressions , twenty-seven 
-w:ere fa;:vor~:pble, and. six were adverse. Five students sa;id 
that they saw no value in. it; one said it wros 11 teo haJrdn; 
ene ca:lled it n ea.sytt·; one called it "funn; still another 
• 
-f!R--
ca;lled it ntricky.t' 
Two months a:fter the unit was completed" there were 
plea:sa:nt re:ferences and intelligent questions about sets and 
ideas rela;:ted to set.s and. their operations .. Venn diagrams 
were displaJyed with an air of sophisticated satisfaction. 
Jt.t the end o:f the term one girl actually sa:.id tha:t the course 
in. general mathematics which she had approached SiS a "neces-
smry evii..tt ha.d turned into a ''happy memory.n 
II. EXPRESS IONS OF STUDENTS 
I likeil the study of sets very much. I learned many 
. new things, and I think it was very easy .. 
I thought it was interesting. Once-in a while it got 
to be boring ••• Teaching with those pictures wa:s very 
interesting. 
It gives you more to think about. 
They are much easie·r th,an regular work. 
I liked Iearning about the naturaJl numbers ••• 
I wish we could continue ••• It suits everyone. 
I found it very interesting and had lots of :fun, mnd 
I ha:ve· leaJrned different uses of numbers. 
~t times I enjoyed it. 
I w.0uld like to learn a lot more about it. 
It ma~-de you think. 
I think they w:ere ea.sy. 
It made you think; but it was still fun. 
I thought the work; we were having was too difficult 
7 
; 
for freshmen ••• It seems like something you would have in 
college. 
It co:p.:fuses me •• ~ those integers • 
.&ctus:lly, it was bo;ring and unnecessary. We could ha~ve 
used the time :for something we Till need. 
I don•t see- what it leads up to. 
This: sort of work, in my opinion, would go better in 
the l.o:wer grades. It pre.sented no problem where you haJ:ve 
to use your mind onee in. a. while. • • You do net get the 
:feeling· that you have accomplished something. 
I think that one week of it is enough. 
They are too complic~ted. 
• 
CHJ(l:?TER V 
SUMMARY .AND CONCLUSIONS 
I. SUMMA:RY 
This project .wa;s undertaken in an attempt to discover 
if set theory could be used as enrichment material :for non-
college prepara:tory students since apparently nothing ha.d 
been attemp·ted in this: area. Inq_uiry and review o:f current 
studies amd proj eets; showed tha.t up to the time o:f this pro-
ject modern. mathema:tics, including set theory, had. been pre-
s·.ented only to college-bound students. 
The students wh<iclD.a.de up the. group were selected with-
out reference to their ability. Their chronological ages were 
from thirteen to seventeen; their mental ages were from eleven 
to eighteen; their intelligence quotients were from seventy to 
one hundred fifteen.. The arith:meticl!lll meaJn of their chronologi-
c81l ages wm.s .fifteen and two tenths yea:rs,: of their mental ages, 
fourteen amd :four tenths years, of their intelligence quotients, 
ninety-three and nine tenths. The group was taught for three 
weeks· and then tested •. The unit taught was a simplified un.it, 
mud the test wms a teacher-constructed test. 
Results of the test were analyzed and studied. The high-
est score wa1s 93 %; the lowest score wa.s 21 %; the meam score 
• 
va~s 60 tfo. Thirty of the fif'ty-eight, fifty-two per cent, 
aJ.chieved the defined level of success which had arbitrarily 
been set as equrel to or greater tham 60 tjo. One should note 
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thaJt sixteen o£ the twenty-two, seventy-three per cent, ~nth 
intelligence quotients below ninety, had scores below 60 %, 
w.hile only six: of the twenty, thirty per cent, with intelli-
gence quotients greater than one hundred, had scores below 60 %. 
Correlmtions were computed between test scores and cer-
tain va;riables which were thought to be factors in the results. 
The vmriables in question were chronological ag~, mentml age~, 
and intelligence quotients. In addition to the regular corre-
lations: between two factors partial correlations involving 
three frectors, with one held constant, were computed. The idem 
I 
of the partial correlartions was to obs·erve the effect on the 
result of the factor held constant. 
The coefficients of correlation indicated that chrono-
logical roge hrud the least effect on the results. Chronological 
a;ge, therefore, should not be considered important in the 
c:hoice of students f'or a course similar to the one given. When 
chronologicml ages were compared' with Test III scol!>es, the co-
effic:ient was -0.10. The coefficient of partial correlation 
between scores, chronological ages, and mental ages with mental 
ages held constant was -.0.33. The negative coefficient suggests 
that there was a slight inverse relationship between scores and 
chronological ages • 
• 
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Both mental roges and intelligence quotients appeared to 
be factors in the results. Correlation coefficients and part.ial 
coeffic:ients indicated thart the mentB.)l age was a stronger factor, 
although the difference between their effect on results wros not 
statistically significant at the five per cent level. Corre-
lation of scores with intelligence quotients produced a coef-
ficient of' 0 •. 43,while partia;l correlation between the scores 
and the intelligence quotients with mental ages held constant, 
produc e.d. 8l coefficient of 0. 40. Correlation between scores and 
mentrul ages resulted in a coefficient of· 0.47, ~hile partial 
correlation between the scores and mental ages with intelli-
gence quotients. held constant, gave a coefficient of 0.50. 
With reference to the. ideas presented one can see from 
Treble V that the section of items on symbols was the highest 
scoring one ( 64 per cent). The second highest one was on de-
scribing and listing sets. The sections on which least success was 
was a;chieved w.ere the ones on intervals and the real number 
line and the interpretation of Venn diagrams. 
The former paragra-phs have dealt with objective results.· 
Subjectively, how did the students react to the unit? Their re-
actions were varied. A sense of urgency on the part of the 
students seemed to be a motivating factor in some cases; it 
was probably frustrating in other cases. As ru. group the stu-
dents w.ere consistently faithful with their assignments, 
even asking for the opportunity t.o make up lessons missed • 
•• 
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There w.ere students who appeared alert, interested. and ques- . 
tioning throughout the unit. Others, ho~ever, expressed their 
impatience to get back to something of more importance to.them. 
Since their written comments were anonymous, it was not p·os-
s:ible to correlate their attitudes with their abilities. 
II. CONCLUSIONS 
Before drawing conclusions· and considering the imp,li-
cations: of the project it has been necessary to consider the 
limitations of this study. These limitations tended to reduce 
the value of' the project as carried out, and they also sug-
gested ways in which further investigation in this area might 
be improved. (1) The unit covered too wide an area to be ade-
quately dealt with in the allotted time. Due to the brevity 
of the time a more limited portion of' the concept o:f sets 
should have been studied. Perhap~ the:Dt a higher degree o:f suc-
cess might have been att.ained, and a greater degree of depth 
of understam.ding might hrove been reached. The author b.elieves 
that the J?'ro.ce wros too rapid. HSJ.d the ide.as been presented in 
smalll quantities spaced throughout the year, a;_. better under-
standing amd arn even more pleasurable experience might have 
been the result. (2) Absences interfered writh accurate mea;s-
uring of the lea;rning mbility of students .. Had the technique 
of spa;.cing the ideas mentioned above been used, absenees 
might have been less destructive •• ( 3) The test was inru.dequate; 
it wros neither standardize.¢., sufficiently validated, nor 
• 
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checked for reliwbility. 
Des:pite the limitaJtions of this project amd the need of 
further study and experimentation the f'indings of' this little 
project seem enco;uraging. They do not deny the possibility of 
profitmhle ~nrichmen~ of the program of non-college prepl!llra,... 
tory students, but,rather, suggest that enrichment has a pla~ce 
in the progrann of all students. 
Mounting evidenc.e that the intelligence quotient ma:y 
not be a;. constmnt, but may be a variable which can be elevliD.ted 
under chmnged conditions and proper stimulation, seems to in-
dicarte aJ definite P'lace for enrichment in the program of all 
students; including non-college students and even non-achievers. 
An enrichment program of this type would certainly be eonsis-
tent :wd.th our pl'liilosophy of .educatio.n. The a;bility which was 
shoWill and the in.terest which wres eyineed in the material of this 
unit would s;up'Port this: premise. 
Exploration of vario.as arems of intellectuSJl enrichmen,t 
for non-college preparatory students should chtdlenge serious 
eduea'tors who BJre concerned with fulfilling the dual a.im of 
our education: to help young people :fulfill their unique 
:function in life and to prep.are them to live adequately and 
constructively in the common sphere of a. joint culture • 
APPENDIX \A 
• SETS AND OPERATIONS: .A UNIT OF STUDY 
LESSON I-¥ THE IDEA OF SETS 
Aim 
The aim o:f Lesson I is .to· establish the meaning of 
sets· and learn how to recognize and represent sets • 
.Presentation 
. 
Dorothy and her twin brother,_ Don, had bee~ spending 
the summer rith their Aunt Helen who was a nurse • .A :few days 
before they were to r.eturn home .A:unt Helen was .called a;wa;y. 
Dorothy and Don volunteered to pack and ~tore the furnishings 
mn.d equipment so· that the cottage would be ready to close on 
the return of their aunt. 
nyou will :find containers for everything," said Runt 
Relen as she hurried away • 
. The young p.eople felt less confident when they saw_ 
how ma:ny different kinds of' things there were to pack. Dan 
remembered th.e containers in tll.e storeroom.,. They located 
boxes, two trunks, su:j..tcruses, a wrordr.obe, and even a barrel; 
th.ey :found em.ch container plainly labeled • .As they packed, 
Dorothy mm.de lis;ts o:f the rertieles in ea.ch container. She 
•W!rote the f'olloWiing list: 
BJ,ankets 
2large green 
4 small plaid 
4 small rose, 
• 
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. When they hrod completed the packing, Don said thBJ:t .A:unt H:el en 
ha:d sELved the day with her box sys-tem. -Dorothy, however,_ in-
sisted that they would har.ve recognized the items which should 
be together •. 
tt I a;m not so sure, n pondered Don. 
"'Very well, I .w:ill prove it. You name something, any-
thing, an,d I \rill na:me s:ome th~ngs which belong with it.n 
~ game wms invented. 
Dorothy was quite right. E. J. McShane expressed the 
.sa:m~· idea: 
When we ~hink about several things, we may consider 
them in~ividually or vi~w1them as a single whole--class, collect~on, or aggregate. 
Dorothy and .Don were new interested in the ide~ of 
collections~ When they re:turned_to school, they were sur-
prised to lemrn that their teacher WaJS also interested l,n 
in the same thing. Their teaeher called these collections 
nset~'and offered to help thell1 discover interesting proper-
ties d sets aJnd their behavior • 
.Among the first things they learned was tha::t there 
was a dual method of' talking about sets. A set can be de.>,·:: ~ · 
scribed, and sometimes the members of a set can be listed. 
The members ~ st. set are call.ed "elements"; element.s are 
written between braces and are separate~ by commas. 
1 E. J. McShane, noperating With Sets," Insights 
Into Modern Mathematics (N. C. T. M. TWenty-third Year-
~' 19B7), p .. 36.-
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Exercises 
Ex9i1llp~es: ( m,) The set of all the days in. the week 
whose names begin with the letter "Sn •. (This set is described.) 
{sunday, SBlturday}. (This set is o11e whose elements are listed .. } 
These sets are described; list their elements. 
(1) Th.e set of all the months in the year whose names begin 
with the letter n,A.tt { •.••••••.••••••••••.••••••.•.••.•••• } 
(2.) The set qf all the United s-tates coins, whese VSllues are 
less than one dollar{ ............ r····················} 
(3} The set o:f states in the United Start£)s called the New 
EngLa:n.d States { ................... ~ ..•.••••.••• • •••••. } 
( 4) The· set of all the moJ+tfl,s ill. the year in whose names the 
letter n·gtt aJpp:ears .{ .••••••••••••••••.•.••.•.•••..•••••. } 
{ 5) Th.e- set of' decimal frmctions whose values are each 
equal to-!{ ••••••••••••• • •••• ••• • • • • • • • · · • • • • · • • • • • • •I 
These sets mre list~d; describe them. 
( 6} i[J anuary" June, July} •••••.••••••••••••••.• ~ ..••.•••.•• 
("7) {a;_, _e, ;L, o, ~· ~ •••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••• 
(2} {1-a:in ha;t, raincoa.t,. rubbers, umbrella} •••••••••••••••• 
. ~ . . . . . . . . •· •· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ ~ . . . . . . . 
(9l) {1/5, 2/5, 3/5, 4/5} .................................... . 
(IO) {1.
1
.2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9} ••....•.•• ~ .. , ...•........•..••••••• 
.. ' 
.. 
A:s.sigrnnent 
These sets are described; list the elements. 
L. ~he set of all the days in the week whos:e na:mes begin 
with the letter nwn { •••••••••••••••••••••••••• } 
2:. The set of all the months in the year which have exactly 
thirty days {_ •••••••••.••..•••.•.••..•••••...••.•••••.. } 
3. The set of all th.e states in the United States whose 
names begin. with the letter "M''{ ........................ J 
4 •. The set of all the :proper fractions whose denominators 
are the n'U.lll er~l. n 3rt { ...................................... } 
5. The set of all the grades possible on your report caJrd 
£. ............................................. ~··~····]· 
The members of the following sets are listed; de-
scribe each s.et exactly; 
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6. {red, yellow, blue}·········~···~·········•·············· 
{ Th d ~ ······~··········· 7. _Tqesday, ·urs ~J •••• • •. • • • • • ·., • • • • • • • 
uk Jh '\'1 •••••••••••• 8 •. ~mtth.ew, Mrork, L e, o l!:; • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • • • 
., [7':'}. • • • • • • ••••• 
9-.• {Jan.uary, June, Jul~ • • · • • •· • · • · • • • • • • • • • • • · · · · 
10. {i/2, 1/3, I/4, 2/3, 2/4, 3/4} ........................... • 
.. 
LESS ON II~ RELATED SETS 
The aim of Lesson II is te clarify the relation of 
ef subset to superset and vice versa., to identify the uni-
verse, 11JUcl de:tine complem~nt. 
Presentation 
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Subset, superset. When ~e speak ef a set, we are 
thinking of the elements. We shall see, as Dorothy and Don 
did, how sets are related. Den continued to think about sets. 
He thought, "An. element can ]!>e a part of several sets. I am 
an element in the set which is my family; I am an element in 
the set which makes up my community; I a~ therefore, an ele-
ment of two distinct sets. Ea.ch member of the family set is 
also am. elemen~ in the community set."'~1This was a very 
sma;rt observ~tion., :6oro~hy agreed, as she thought of tlil:.e vari-
ous sets of blankets they had packed. 
The incl.usive set is called a superset, and the set 
included is called a. subset. The family w:as -the subset, amd 
the se-t of persons in the community was the superset. 
Given -the set: {1,2,3,4,o}, a very large number of 
subsets. ca:n be formed from the elements; here are a few: 
{1.,.2,3,4}, {1.,2,3}, {1,2}, {1}, {2',3,4,.5}, {2,3,4}, etc. 
The given. set is -tb,.e superset. 
Given. th.e setJ~{_ai,e,i,a,u}, many subsets can be formed 
• 
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from the elements: {e;~u},. {e:,.i,u}, {BI.,e,i}, etc. 
The symbol for subse-t is "C "'; the symbol for super-
set is nr .) .. w To indicate a particular set a capital letter 
is; sometimes used. The J.:.etter n .AS!' might rep~esent { &J., u}; the 
letter "'B''· might represent {a, e,. i, o; u} •... ~us, . .& ( B says: 
th.e set, {a,u}, is· a subset of the set,. {at,e,i,o,u}. Similarly 
B.).Al. sayst the set,. {a,e,i,o,u}, is a superset of the set, 
{a., u}. 
Th.e superset which. includes a.s elements, every element 
occurring in a particular discussion or problem is called the 
universa~ s.et or the universe. It may be represented by the 
capital I.ette:r, u·u. n Th.e. universal set may be a set of many 
or f"ew elements. 
Let U.;: { 11, 12, 13, l4 ,.15, 16, 17, 18, 19} a~d A~ { 12 , 14, 16 ~ 18} •. 
~.C:U and t.J.::> J(. Every element of s·et A. is an element of set U •. 
If B= {11,13,15,17 ,19~, then B'C U and U:> B .. The set .K and the 
set B are both. of the universal set U •. The universe or uni-
versal set U may be desc.ribed a.s the set of integers greater 
than ten a:n.d less than. tWJenty. ,Set A. can be described a.s the 
set of even numbers greater than eleven and less than nine-
teen •. Set B c:an be described a.s the set o:f odd numbers greater 
th:an. ten. and less than twenty •.. 
The complement of a set A, designated by the same let-
ter with. the prmme symbol, .&', in a given universe u, is the 
safa of roll. elements of U which a;re not elements of A.. 
.. 
• 
Think of the complement of ru set as the set which completes 
the universal set. The symbol of the complement of set .&. is; 
A' t· 
.a.. , af set B is; B\',. etc • 
u 
t---------------------·--------------
FIGURE I 
Rl, UNIVERS~L SET OF GEOMETRIC FIGURES RND ITS 
SUBSETS 
The set,U, the universal set of this discussion,. is 
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the set whos.e elements. are all the geometric figures regard-· 
less of type. U:: {a~b,c,d}. Set .&. is. the set of quadrilaterals 
in U. ll.= {aJ..,d}. Set B is the set of geometric figures in U 
which a.re not ~taa1l.rila:tera:.ls. B=={b,c}. Set A and set Bare 
subsets of U; U is the superset. of )}.. and B, and 'is the uni-
verse. Because U is the universe which. includes &. and B and 
no othe-r elements, .&. is the complement of B, and B is the com-
p1 ement of .M.. ~- ~ B' and B=.&' •. 
Le-t U represent the set of all. persans in this room; 
X represents the set of persons in thig room who are wearing 
• 
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glasses; .x.•· represents the set o:t persons in this. room who 
are not w.eariD,cg glasses • .At is the complement of .& • 
. iJ;{B:OQ}u ~-- f;~ (:,_;~; U) 
FIGURE 2 
A. SET OF VOWELS .AND ITS COMPLEMENT 
In·Figure 2 there aJVe five elements in the un.iversal 
s.et U; there are two elements in. A., and three elements in A". 
Mai.ry 
Jane 
Ann 
Joe 
FIGURE 3 · 
John 
Mark 
Ellen 
George 
A SET OF NaMES KND ITS. COMPLEMENT 
In Figure 3 there are twelve elements in the universe 
U,. :four in set A, and eight in set At, the complement of A • 
• 
Exe.rcises 
List the missing- set. 
Universal s~t 
[2) { } 
(3) {1.0,20,30,40,50) 
(4) {1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9) 
(5) {2,4,6,8} 
.Kssignmen-t. 
Subset 
{'m,r) 
{Tom, Dick} 
{40,.50} 
it,4,9} 
{ r 
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Complement 
{n,p,q} 
{Ha;rry} 
{ } 
{ } 
{2} 
l. Given Uz{T,2,3,4}, list three subsets and their complements. 
2. G-iven U={8l~ e, i, o, u}, list the elements of five subsets and 
their complements. 
3. Given the universal set U which is the set of consecutive 
whole numbers greater than four and less than nine, list 
from it ten subsets and their complements • 
.. 
• 
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LESSON III. NUMBERS 
The aim of "Lesson III is to introduce natural numbers 
as counting numbers with emphasis on one-to-one correspon-
dence and integers as measurers with emphasis on length,or 
direction and quan~ity. 
Presentation 
Natural numbers. How did you :first learn to count? 
Did you understand the meaning of your first chanted number 
rhyme? You did not know, certainly, that you were using nat-
ural or counting numbers. You soon learned, howeller; how to 
mat.ch a. numeral with an object. 
Perhaps, in early days before there were words for 
numbers, a:. sheJ?herd might have identified each. of. his sheep 
by Sl p8l,rticular st<:>ne £.r0m a heap of stones representing 
his flock. He wms counting without words, f'orming a. one-to-
one correspondence between his sheep and the stones .. .t 
This one-to-one correspondence is ~imil~r to count-
ing off as you do in certain games. Numbers were' invented 
as the need arose• Bel.ow is. aJ, number line o:f nSltural numbers 
o.r . .leoun:tin~ numbers;· the number line is a set of' points each 
point representing a counting number; the :first of these num-
bers is one; the lm.st is not pictured; it can be. as large as 
desired • 
• 
• 
l 2. 3 4 5 6 
.! • • • • 7 8 9 10 ll 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 1~ 20 • e: • • .• • • • 
FIGURE 4 
~HE N.&T~ NUMBER LINE 
. 
• 
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sets o:f natur8l1. Ii,umb.ers. ln. the universe of natural 
numbers there aJre ~any.important or interesting subsets. Four 
sets are noted here: 
1.. Even. numbers: A nro;tura1 number is 8l. member of the 
set of' even :numbers if the num~J~r is divisible by 
two,.· e •. g., {2,4, 6,8} 
2. Odd numbers: A. lia:tural number is:· a member of the 
S.et of add numb~rs if th.e· number Call~not be divided 
exa;.ctly "by two, is· not di,v-i,sib1e by two, e.g., {r, a, 5, 7, ••• J- . · 
3. :pr·ime numbers: A natural num'ber is a memper of. the 
set o:f prime numbers if the number is divisibl'e 
only by itself' an.d pne. 
4. Perfect squarres:· .A nartural number is a~. member o:f' 
.the set of p.erfect squares if the numb,er :i,.s the . 
p:roduct of th~ n,umber aJn.d its·el:f, e.g .. , {1,4,9,16} 
where I~ lXl'; 4:: 2X~; 9 =-3X3; I.6~ 4X4. 
Things. to rem.ember. Four important facts concerning 
n~tura::I numbers follow.: 
T. Naxtura1 numbers are counting numbers. 
2'. N&tura:1 numbers are whole numbers. 
3. NaJ:tural numbers begin with the number one. 
4. Digits are. the elements of the s-et of the first 
nine n&turl:l)1·numbers and ~ero, {0,1,2,3,4 1 5,.6,7,8,9} 
Integers. You a;,re. acquainted with. posiidve numbers 
and negative numbers. You h.a:ve used positive numbers to rep-
resent temperalture above zero mnd negative numbers to rep-
resent temperaJ:ture below zero. You have us.ed positive and neg-
a:tive num~ers to indica-te opposite directions. Yo~ have also 
• 
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used positive an.d negative n.umbers to inG;fcate ass~ts lil)nd 
debts· in bu.si:n.ess. A positive number is i~dicated by aJPlws:~ 
-5\ig.n "+''·; m. negative number is· indicated by a, minus sign "-"; 
the sign is ]>+aced aJt -the .. left of' the .number; t.he p1us sign 
is: frequen.-tly omit-t~a, b,u-t unde;t"stood. 
The elements of -the set of' integers aJre -the ns.tura;l 
numb.ers, the matching negative numbers, and zero. The set 
o:f integers may be ~ritten.: {:·0,±1 1 ±2,±3, ••• } 
The numher line of j,ntege;rs extends: in units o:f 
equal length i,n opposite directions from a poiat, zero. Ea.ch 
.number is· represented by a; poin-t. 
-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 'I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
•· . . . . • • • • .. . • 
FIGURE 5 
THE NUMBER LINE OF INTEGERS 
E:x:ercises 
Complete emch o:f the following .sentences t0 form a 
true stro.tement .. 
(1..) The number .does not occur in the set of na.tural 
----
numbers. 
(2~) The smallest na;tul'al numper is • 
(3) To count objects ---· __ _ are .used • 
• 
• 
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(4) On. -the number line of integers each numeral exc~pt zera 
has a ___ ta indicaxte it.s position with reference to 
zero. 
c 5) If p'ositive thr~e,. +3, represents three miles ea.st, then 
represents three miles west. 
(6) In the universe;~ ~et o:f na;tu~al numbers ~he s·e.t {2,4,6} 
is m su~set of _____ numbers. 
(7) .K(n) numt>er has only two divisors, itself andbon.e. 
C8) Eal.ch. point on the natured nUJ1!.ber line represen"fs a(n) 
nU)Il~er. 
----
(9) The integer which is the opyosite of _.z is ___ • 
~signment 
Lis,t :the members o:e each set described below. 
I .• Th.e s~et of' Sill the nat,ura;l. numbers greater than 2 but 
~es s t-h.a.n 10. . .................... ~ ........................ . 
2. The set of' aJll the odd numbers greater than T and 1 ess 
than 49 "'hich are divisible by 3 •••••••••••••••••••••.• ., 
3. The. s,et of all the natural numbers which are greater than 
6 a,.nd less t.han 12. • ...................................... . 
4. The set of wll the prime numbers greater than 10 ~d 1 ess 
than 20 ........ ~ ............ ~ ~ ••••• ~· ................. .,. ...... •. 
5. The ~et of all one-digit natqral numbers •••••••••••••••• 
6. The set of all i;he two-digit natural numbers greater 
tPl8in. 50 • • • .. ...... , • • • • • • . . • • • • . • • • • . • • • • • • . • • • • . • . . • • • • . • • • 
• 
., 
l. 
cj 
·; 
I 
J 
~{ ( ;'-
,I. 
,. 
,) 
t 
! 
7 •. The set of all. the proper fra;eti.ons whose numeraters ana 
aenomi.n .. :tors a:re chosen from the set of aigi.ts, {r,z,a} . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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8 •. The ,.et of .,n the one-di.gi.t perfect s<J.uares •. , •••••••••• 
g. The set of ell the negm.tiv-e integers gre.,ter thsR -6 ama 
Less tha:n -1 .............................................. . 
l!O. The set of. all the prillle numbers greater tha>n IO ana 
less -than. zo •. ..••....................•.•.•.....•.......•. 
. . . ·-
~'"' ''i ~·"": ~.v..-
"' ~-~: ~ ~ '"1- !~ • 
.. ..... .;..; 
-· .... ·:;}· .. ~ -....:· .. .; 
-- .·"'" 
• 
• 
7 •. The set o:f all the proper :fractions whose numerators and 
denomin,ators a;re chosen from the set o:f digits, {1,2,3}. 
I 
I 
• ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • + • • • • • 
8 •. The s:et of aJll the one-dig;it per:fect squlllires.· .............. . 
9. The set of a;ll the neg&tive integers greater than -6 aJnd 
l...e,ss· than -1 .•.... .......... , ....... ~ ............................... . 
EO. The set. of all the prime numbers greater -tham. IO and 
less "than 2:0 ................... ! •••.•••••••••••••••••••.••••••• ·-
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LESSON IV. REa NUMBERS 
The· aim of Less:on TV is to present a set of' numbers 
which includes fractions. 
p·re sen.ta:tion 
The set of natura;l number.s and the set o'f integers 
were sets of whole numbers. The set af numbers which hre.s 
oth.er elemen.ts including' frSJctions is called the ];elJ.·. o:f 
reaJl numbers. The set of fractions has its elements between 
the int.egers .. The real number line is a. line o.f cantinuous, 
consecutive points; there are no ga'P.S in the real number 
line. 
-4 -3 -2 -.r ±fott 1. 2 3 4 
FIGURE. 6 
THE REKL NUMBER LINE 
Intervals. A segment of the real number line is called 
an. interval. The word is a familiar wo.rd, but it has a a,pecial 
ma.:thematical meaning. Let us consider an interval of time: the 
intervml can be from one year to another, from one hour to 
another, or from one second to another. Whether or not the 
endpoints are included may be very important • 
• 
-
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There axe four a~rrangements of intervals with refer-
ence to enapoints: both endpoints may be included;' neither 
en<lp:·oint may be included; only the lesser endpoint may be in-
cTude<r'; .... , or only the greaJ:ter endpoint may be included. To il,~;,~; 
1.ustradie the four arrangements or patterns let us suppose 
th&~ you have been invited to a party with the time listed 
as seven to ten. If' you know the e-xpectations of the hostess 
and the habits. o:f the guests·, you can judge which of· ·the pat-
terns ril.1 be the most suitable ·for you. (l) You can come 
before seven and remain a:fter ten. BGth en<;lpeints are inclu-
ded •. (2) You can come after seven and I.eave ·be·fere ten. Nei-
ther endpo.in.t is included. (3) You can come before seven and 
leave before ten. The lesser e~dpoint is included. ( 4) .You 
can come after seven am:d leave SJfter ten. The greB>ter end-
point is; ihcluded. 
These p~:Ltterns can. be written mathematically in sym-
bols. and also illustra.ted on the rea;! number I.ine. See Fig-
ure 7. 
(:L) 
(~) 
f---------t. 
.. 
5 6 7 8 9 lJ.o 
C~) 
(LlLO.) 
f--------c 
5 6 't 8 9 to 
I 
11. 5 6 
11 5 6 
FIGURE 7 
INTERV.RLS 
(Z.) 
(7_11.0) 
l----------~ 
7 8 9 10 
( 4) 
(7_!Q) 
)---..... -------) 
11 
7 8 9 10 ll 
• 
-
• 
New symbols. Listing a set which has too. many ele-
ments to count, an infinite number of elements, is possible 
hy us:ing a symbol. whic.h means "am.d so on"; the symbol is 
"-··" or just three dots~ 
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E~ampl~: {I.,2:,3,4,5,6,7, ••• J is read "the set of 
nmtura:l numbers, .one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, and 
so on. 11 
Listing llll. set with more elements tha;n you care to 
write and which you can identify is made easier by using the 
symbol which mea.ns "~nd so on up to''; the symbol is three 
dots and a comma"~ •• ,". 
Exa;mple:· {9,12,15, ••• ,48} is read ttthe set of natural 
numbers, nin~, twelve, f'ifteen, and so on up to forty-eight. n 
Since we use the terms "greate·r than" and "less th.am" 
frequently in discussing sets, it is well to have a symbol 
:for each of these terms. The. symbol ";> •1 is read ttgreater 
th.antP' 
Examplest. 5 > 3; 9·-2 > 6-2. "· 
The symbol 11 < tt· is read t'less than.n 
Exaunples: 7< 9; 4-2 < 4X2. 
The symbol n $ 11 is read "is not equal to .u 
Exampl e·s: 5 f= 3; 3/4 f:. 4/3. 
It may help to remember the symbols n <"" and 11 /' u if. 
you remember th.a.t the point of the wedge is always towrord 
the. smaller quantity. 
• 
• 
Ex.ercises 
. rl 
Write the :following statements using symbol 
(1) Eleven is· greater than. :tour. 
(2:) Six. is greater than two plus three. 
· (3) Six.ty is less th~ eighty. 
( ..;!:) Thirteen is not equal to five times three. 
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~ssignment 
Complete each sentence, to make a true statement. Use 
I set natural this list: is a o:t 
numbe.rs. 
is a set of integers. 
is a set of real numbers. 
is a se1; of even ,numbers. 
is at set of prime numbers. 
(If· two answers make true statements, use them 
1. {2,4,6,,8,10,12, •.•• } 
both.) 
I 
' 2. { 2 ~ 3' 5' 7}_--"""___, __________ ____,_....,.....,.l ______ _ 
I 
3. {4, 0.4, 0~.27, 5 .. 3} -----------+~-----
1 
4. {63, -5, o, 4}_,__,_....___,.----------+l ___ ------
1 
5.. {3/5, 2/3' 0.6' 4} 
.. 
-
TEST I 
Directions 
Pl.mce in each bl,.ank. space a. word, phrase,. or symbol 
from the list below which will make a. true statement. 
integers natural numbers 0 
matching negative numbers > 
:frmetions. positive numb.ers < 
counting real .numbers -
even odd f. 
1 •. 2. 3 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
.. • • • • • • 
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1. The number lin;e above is made up o:f the set o:f ...,.-----.)-· 
is remlly :forming a one-to-one correspondence. 
3. Probably the f'i,rst numbers used were used for ______ .. 
·4. The real ntimber line includes the set o:f 
-----
SJ.s well 
as the set of integers. 
5. When aJn integer is added t:o its opposite (differing 1n 
sign Qnly)~ the sum is 
6 •. 3+E) 5 - 1. 
7. .8 4. 
. 8. 17 3 X 6 .• 
9 .. ll 
-
2 9 + 4. 
-
• 
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LESSON VI. SET NOT.ASTION 
Th.e .aim of Lesson VI is to have the class learn a new 
form of set notation, th.e set-builder notation, and ii{s meSJn-
ing. 
PresentSJ:tion 
Dorothy and Don learned a convenient form in which to 
write the description of a set. This f~rm was called a set-
builder aaid. employed a new symbol. This· symbol w~s sometimes 
w:ritten. as a; yertica;l line and sometimes as a colon; it was 
read: n sucJ;l that'' whenever :i. t appeared. We use this symbol 
with a variable~ Remember a. variable represeJJ..ts any one of 
a particular set of ~umbers. Using braces, our new symbol, 
' ' ' 
am.d a vBlr.:ia:ble, we can. descri"be a set accurately and easily. 
Exercises 
.ExSJmples.. (a;,) Build a. set such that each element is 
a. natural number great_er than two and less than six. 
A:={_x: · 2-<x<6. x is SJ. ns:tural number}.,:..J.:::::{3,4, 5} 
(b) In the universe of natural numbers for w:hart value 
of x does 3x equal thirty.? B ~-(x: 3x==3o.}. · B :::{10}. 
(e) List the memb.grs or el~ments of this set: In the 
universe of naturml numbers .A.=={x:x>5} • .&={6, 7 ,8,.; .}. 
The listed set is: called the solution set. 
• The univers8ll. set is the set ef natural numbers in the 
following exercises. 
(1) Lis-t the el(~ments in the set of letters in tl:t.e English 
t!ilphabet. 
(2) Write the ~e-t of prime':n.t;tmb.ers less than ten in set-
builder notation. 
(3) Write the solution set for if.:::; {x: x- 5 ::: 4}. 
f4) Describe accurately the set'" .A::::. {x: x <.1.0} • 
.Assieent 
Describe the indicated sets; in exerc:ises t--5 • 
. 1. { x& x+3 ~ 5} The set of x 1 s such that x+ 3::: 5 or {2}. 
2 2. {x:, x: x} 
3. {x: x~::: roo} ------------------·-----
_4. {xtx is a, natural ~umber a;n4- I/2<x<.3/2 } ________ _ 
5. {x:x=l/x} 
List -the elements :i,n the .folleri~g sets. 
6. {x:x is a natural number} ----------------~---------------
7. {x:x is; an even number} 
8 •. {x:x~ -II6} 
9. { x: X<.._ 3} _ _,.....,....,._..,.,...-.-~..,.,..,.-~-..,_----..,--------
16. {x: x is a naJ.t ur a;l number and I< x<9} 
• 
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LESSON VII. THE EMPTY SET 
.A.im 
-
The aim of ,J:;esson VII is to identify, define, and pre-
s.e.nt the symbol for the empty set. 
Presentation 
A. s:tram.ge b\lt amus.ing set wa;s ca;lled the empty set. 
Dorothy and Don m~de a long list of empty sets .. The empty set 
. had no elements; there:fore, it could be .considered as w. sub-
set o:f a;ll sets. 
The set of two yemr old seniors in i;his school is an 
e:xaunp:le of wn emp.,ty set. I:f the elements are listed, the s.et 
YUllJ· ·look thus: { }. A symbol to use instead is tt¢h; it is 
used without braces, and it is read "the empty s:et." 
Exalmp;les of the empty set: (a) the set of students in 
~his school who have low con~uct grades add are on the honor 
roll of the school, (One prerequisite f<:>r a place on the 
honor roll is a grade of 11 R1l in conduct.) (b) the set of nalt-
ural ~umbers which are greater than 5 and less than 6, (c) 
Exercises 
The set o:f real numbers ca:nnot be completely listed 
becreuse its elements cannot be counted; the set of digits 
can. be counted and, therefore, listed; the empty set ha:s 
• 
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no elements to count, therefore, no elements to list. 
In the following exercises if it would be possible to 
list all the elements of the set, even though the job would 
be unrea.sonable, write npossible•n in the space following·. 
If it would be impossible, g~ven all the time you could use, 
to list the elements of the set, write "impossible'' in the 
s.p;ace. If the set is an empty set, write the symbol ¢ which 
designates the empty set. 
Exa::mple: The set of the first three presidents o£ the 
United states 
possible 
(1) The s:et of all the students in your English class 
(2~) The set of Bill the· frm.ctions between I and 2 
(3) Tb.e set of all the naltural numbers which are negative 
numbers 
(4) The set of the names, of all the people who voted in our 
lmst presidentia:l election 
(5-) The set of a-ll the proper fract.ions between· I and 2 
,&ss.ignm~ 
Write '"possihlen m£ter each set which can be listed; 
write ljmp,ossi~e' af.ter each set which cannot be listed, and. 
write the symbol ~·after ea,.ch empty set. (Listing does not 
include using: the symbol, .... ) 
l. The set of all the n~tural numbers 
.. 
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2. The s.et of all the natural numbers greater than 5. but less 
than 6 
3. The set of all the natural numbers less than 100 which 
mr e di vi si.bl e by 11'. 
4. The· set of all the natural numbers which. are one:-digit 
numbers greater than 9 
5.. The set of all the odd nUmbers w:hic:h ar.e divisible by 4 
6. The set of all the prime numbers which are even numbers 
7 •. The set of all the. prime factors of 30 which are greaJter 
than. 7 
8. The s:et ef mll the even numbers which are perfect squares 
0 
.. 
LESSON VIII.. OPERA-TION UNION 
A\im 
-
The aim of Lesson VIII is. to demonstrate union, de-
fine uniot+, and use the· symbol •. 
P'resentatio::n. 
Union of two sets can be thought of as summing· up 
all the elements of the two se:ts to become the elements o:f 
I 
the union set •. Union. of set J.t. and. set B determines a set C' 
which includes all the elements o:f A and all the elements 
o.f B •. If there is an element which belongs to both set K and 
set B~ tha,t element rill appear once in set C. 
The: symbol for union is 11 U. tt,. 
On the boaJrd there is a set o.f three names {Tom, 
Henry, Mrery} a:nd a. set of two names {Mary, Ann}. Union of 
the two s:ets results in a set: of four names {Tom, He·nry, 
Ma~ry, .&nn};: the name 11 Mary" is common. to both sets. 
{Tom,. Henry, MaJry}U{Mary, Rnn}= {Tom, Henry, Mary, Ann}. 
Examplles: (SJ,) Set k:={l,2,3,4}; set. B={5,6} • .AVR.:: 
{1,2,3,4,5,6}. (b) c{2,_4,&}; D::¢. CUD=-{2,4,6} •. 
Exercises 
Form the. union. o.f the given sets.: 
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(~) Se:t J::.. is. the set of all proper :fractions: with denominator 
from { 4}; set B is {4} •. 
AUB' = {~/4,2/4, 3/4,4} 
( 
(Z) 
5 
et &. is; the 5 et 0 f odd ;numbers 1. es s than 6; set B is 
~he se~ of prime number$ ~ess ~han ro. 
!!signmen"i 
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Form ~he union of ~he' fo11oTing se~s.-
r... A=: {1.,2, 3}; B::: {4, 5}• !_VB-::: { J-.J-.LL.....:'!...->l} _ _......,...-~---
2.. .K=- {a, b,c}; B =- {e;.,c, e} 
3.- _&::: {:l/2 71/3);· B== {2/3, 3/4} 
4. A.=-{2,4,67!8}; B={l,3,5,7} ------------___,..-
5. £={2,3,5,7}; B-={LI,13,~7,I9} __ ...-..--------------"' 
6.. ,A:.~{-~.,-2,-3}; B= {-1,-2,-3}--------------
7. )(=- {L.,2,3,4,5, ••• ); :s={.2,4,6,8,IO, • • .} _________ _ 
8. .&:::{1.,4,9}; B:: {16,25,,36,47}~.-------------
9. »,:..{John, Bill,Henry};: B:::.{Bil1,Ted}-.. ---·-----
JLO. _A::. {doctor, lawyer); B.-= {~eacher, doe~or} _______ _ 
Remember, an enclosed portion of a plane can repre-
sen~ -the universe of discours-e or universal se~. This is usu-
ally in the form of a. rectangle.· Sets, represented by circles 
in the universe, will be in various positions with reference 
to ea;.ch other: (I,) One can be a subset of another. (2 )Two sets 
can be entirely separate, disjoint. (3) Two s~,ts can overlSJp, 
i.e., have a number of common elements. 
Study the representations in the figur~ (Figure a). 
11. Shade with verticab lines Rv B. l\\ 
12. Shade with horizontal lines CvD. "'2'3 
13. ShaJde with slant lines EvF. ;1/ 
FIGURES 
VENN DI.AGRAMS REPRESENTING. UNION OF 
SETS 
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LESS ON IX. OPERATION INTERSECTION 
The a;im of Lesso)1 IX is to interpret, picture, mn(t 
give the symbol for the op,eration intersection. 
72 I 
Presentation 
Let us call the set of students in fron-t se&ts in this 
classroom set A; let us call the set of students in row one 
set B. MarY Jones is in the front sea-t of row one. Mary Jones 
is mt the same time an element of set ~ ~nd an element of 
' 
set n. 
El eme:n.t~ which are at the same time members of two sets 
make up the set c01lled 1;he jntersection of the two given sets. 
In this classroom Mary Jones is· the one member or element o-f 
th.e intersection of Set .A Sind S.et B. The set o:f intersection 
is written in symbols in this way: A.r\B • The symbol :for inter-
section mroy remind you of a bridge between th.e sets. It is also 
thought of as an overlapping of the sets. 
On the board we have a diagram showing the intersection 
of two streets. If we consider the houses on the two streets 
ats elements of two sets, we cam think of the four houses on 
the corner a.s belonging to both sets a.t the same time. The 
four corner houses, theref0r~, make up the 
Let us call the streets A mnd B; 
corner hous:es. 
. 1 
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Exercises 
Rath}. 
Exalllp?les. fa;.) A ={Joan, Barbara., Relen}; B: ={B&rbara;., 
~B: {Ba.rbSJra} 
(b) R ;:;o {,Ail;.aska,' Indiana., Illinois, Ohia} ;· 
S= {Indians, Cmlifornia, Ohia}. 
\(1.) (2) 
FIGURE 9 
Rn S:::.. {Indiana, Ohio} 
EI""'\F 
(3) 
VE~ DI&G~ SHOWING INTERSECTION 
In Figure 9 each intersection is shaded. Note the dif-
ferent positions the sets can have, ( 1) overlapping, { 2') subset, 
aJnd (3) nat touching or_disjaint. 
(1) A=-{1:,3,5,7}; B:; {1.,2,3}.-' 
(2) Sha;.de CI'\D ~-
( 3) Shade . .A.r.Bf'\C B 
-
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~s~gnme~ 
In exercises l--5, using the sets listed below, -U, .&, 
B':, C, mnd D,-list the elements in the indicated intersections. 
U ::::{ m;ppl.es ~ oranges, g'ra;p es, bam.a.na:s} 
.A:::::{a.pples, oranges, grapes} 
B ={bananm.s} 
C ==-{apples, grapes} 
D =={grapes} 
r. B:.n u 
-----·-------------------------------
6. The members o:f set E ca:n type; the 
members o:f set Q_ can do shorthand. 
Wh&t caJn the members o:f Ef\ Q_ do? 
7. Members of set Ji can read; the mem-
bers o:f set B can knit; the members 
of set C can drive a car. 
NSJme the skill.s of .A.f'\B; of AV\C;. o:f .A.ABf\G. 
j 
TEST. II. 
I-4 List the elements of' the described s:et. 
£. The set of all the n~~ural numbers less than 6. {~-----~ 
2. The set of· all the natural numbers grea:ter than 5 and less 
than 6 
3. The s.et of' all the natural numbers less than 20 which e.re 
perf·e,ct squares.:.....""".------.,--
4;. The set of· all the naturml numbers greater than 10 and less 
than. 20 which 8l.re prime numbers. 
5--.8 Describe the s·et whose elements are listed. 
5. tl' 3' 5, 7' 9} -·---------------
(3, •. {1.,4,9} ___ _ 
'1'~ {September, .April, J~e, ~ovember } _____________ _ 
a:. {2 ,4, s., 8) ___ __;.. ________ _,_ ___ ~-------
9r •. 
ro. 
9;-7.'10 Place a check in the correct c.0l umn • 
. .. 
4+1 =!- 5+ 0 
4+ 3 <. 3+ 3 
TRUE FALSE 
Sel..ect 8ln element from U which will make a true sta;.tement 
of: is a. natural number. 
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TEST II (CONTINUED) 
0 t 1. 
12. On this: real number line draw the interval (-~). 
13. If' x belongs to the set o:f natural. numbers, write the 
solution set o:f {x:2x - 5 =.1}. 
14-~6 Given: .&.~{1,2' 1 3, ••.• ,9};: B~ {2,4,6,8}; C:; tl,3"5,7,9}; 
List the indicated intersections. 
14 • .A:l"'B 
15. ~(lC 
16. Bl"\ C 
17--18 List the elements of the indicated unions. 
17. {I, z}v (3,4} 
18. {1,2}V '/f 
1.9. Drg,:w:· a diag·ram to sho.w how these sets are related: 
U is the set o:f all real numbers. 
I is the set of all integers. 
.. LESSON XI. IDENTIC.AII SETS 
.A:im 
-· 
The a:im of Lesson XI is to emibl e the students to 
recognize identical sets and associate the equal sign w-ith 
the meaning, 11 the sa:me. tt. 
Presenta:tion 
Dorothy and Don ha.d ha:d exper,ience with elements 
belonging to more than one set. The elements of a, subset or 
the elements which· formed the intersection of two sets were 
. ~ . -
e~a:mp~ es of· elements belonging to more than one se~. Now 
they discovelWth.at two sets c·an have exactly the same el e-
ments: such s.ets are identical sets. 
Mary, Jane, a11.d Joe were the set of students who re-
ceived marks above 9'0 per cent on a test.;. Mary, Jame, a:nd. 
Joe ww:ere the set of students who had _completed their home-
work each day. The sets were ,identical. 
The young p·eople had stored two large blankets; they 
had also stored two green blanket.s; the large blankets and 
the gree.n blankets were the same, i.e., the set of large 
bl21lnkets and the set of green blankets were identical sets •. 
Louise hmd a necklace of twenty beads strun~ on a 
chain; she took. the beads •from:f the chain and strung them 
on a wire making a bracelet. The set of beads forming the 
necklace and the set of beads f'orming the bracelet were ·the 
77 
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same; the sets were identical. 
Exercises 
(1) ,A..::{I,2,3}; B::{3,1,2} •. ~ or A and Bare identical.. 
(2) L= {5, 3, 1}; R.:: {I., 5, 3). Are L and R identical? 
(3) c· is the set o:f natural numbers less than lOO which are 
divisible by 10; D is the set of natural numbers less 
than 100 whose :final digit is 0; ¢ :::.{x; x =:.lOx and x is 
a natural number and x'(lOO}.. D ~{x: x has final digit 
which is €)- and x is .a natural number.} If ,C a:n.d D aJre 
·identical sets, write C=:.D. 
/ 
• 
• 
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.A.ssignmen.t 
Directions: Write in the space beside each set in col-
umn I th.e letter which identifies the identical set in col-
umn II. 
1. {2,4,6,8} 
2:. {ro" b, e} 
3. {1/3,.1/2,1/1} 
n. 
4.. The set o:f mll the digits 
in the product of 9 and 7 
---
5. The set of all the odd 
numbers gre~ter than 1 
mnd. less than 10 
6. The set of all the digits 
in the sum of 23: and 45 
7. The set of' mll. the P.rime 
faJetors of' 30 
8. {1.,2,3,4} 
~. The set of all the natur-
a:l numbers greater than. 
7 rond less thaJn 8 
II 
.A {1/2,1/3,1/ll 
B {_63} 
C The set of all the 
digits in the pro-
duet of' 4 and 17 
E {7-!-} 
F {b,a;.,cj 
G {9,5,3,7} 
H {_4,3,2,1} 
I The set of all the 
digits in the product 
of 13 t:llnd 2'5 
J {3,6} 
K f5 
L {.2,3,4,5} 
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LESSON XII.. EQUIVA\LENT SETS. 
The: .aim ·o:f Lesson XII is to revi,ev one-to-one correspon-
dence, temch the meaning· o:f the cardina.l nwn.bert and iden;ti:fy 
eq_uivs:I.ent sets• 
Presentrution 
The set o:f pla:.id bltronl~ets and the set of rose blankets 
which Dorothy a:nd ~on packed were not identical sets. Why? 
,MI.-though ellll.Ch set hald two elements, they did not have the 
s8lllle e;lements. There was one-to-one correspondence between 
the sei;,s: a plaid blanket :for each rose blanket. When one-to-
one correspondence exists between sets, they a.re called 
eq_uivslent sets •. 
Your hand has :five :fingers; your school week has :five 
dfrll;ys. The set of :fingers on your hand and the set o:f days in 
your school week have the same number of elemep.ts; one-ta-
one correspondence exi,sts between the elements o:f the two 
sets:. The elements are eq_u8Jl in numb.er. The sets. a~.re eq_ui-v&-
lent. 
The set of leaves on a, stem a:f clover and the set o:f 
vertices in a triaJngle are equivalent sets. Each set has 
three elements. The number of elements in a set is the car-
dinal number of the set. I:f two sets have the smme cardina:l 
number, the sets s.re equivalent sets. 
• 
• 
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Exercises 
I:£ two sets a;,re equivalent, write tlyes"; if the sets 
are not equivallent, write ttno\;~ 
( 1) The set o:f months in our calendar year and the set o:f 
eggs in m dezen eggs 
( 2:) {1 , 2, 3, •• .,_, 2 6 J am.d { at, b, c, ••• , z} -----
( 3) {1,2, 3, ..... , 50} and {76, 77, 78, ••• ,100} -------
~ssignm.en~ 
The three sets in eaJ.ch exercise are equiva:lent. Circle 
th.e set which is not identical t,o one of the other two sets. 
1. ·fr,s,v,p}; ""(81,b,c,d}; {d,a,c,b} 
2. {3,6,,9}; {2:,4,6}; -{9,3,6} 
3. {-l,-2,-3,-5}; {-1,2,-3,5}; {2, s,.:..r,-3} 
4. {9,10,11,12:}; {12;-Il,IO,S}; {4+5, 5-+5, 6+5, 7-;.5} 
5. { a_., e , i, o , u}; {a., i , e, o , .u} ; { t , e , i, o , u} 
I ~~ . 
{m.,b-,e,d} and {a-',~',e',d'} 
are equivalent sets. 
"'" { e, f, g} and { e ' , :f ' , g '} 
are equivalent sets 
FIGURE 10 {h,i,j} and {h' ,i' ,j'} 
are equivalent sets. 
ONE-TO-ONE CORRESPONDENCE 
• 
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REVIEW 
Show that you know: 
' ' I. Two wruys of :referring to sets· 
z. WliaJ:t three dots indicate 
3. k comma following three dots 
4. What natural numbers a.re 
5. The symbol for the empty set 
6. Wb.art identical sets sre 
7 •. WhaJt th.e members of a set are e.all ed 
8., The mea:ning o:f· real numbers 
9. How capiiial le:tters a:.re used in sets 
10. The meaning of one-to-one correspondence 
l.I.. How to rep•resent intersection 
12. The s.ymbol for union 
JL3. Whmt is meant by ttUtt 
14. The set-builder notSJ.tion 
15• The meaning of the s:olution set 
16·•· What an integer is 
l. 'T. Ho·w to represent an interval 
Jl.8. Wha.t equivalent sets are 
1.9. What a variable is 
20. Wh&t the cardinal number of a set is 
• 
• 
• 
REVIEW II 
Complete each sentence to make a; true statement. 
1. A set is another name for a. 
2.. The members o:f a set are called 
3. numbers were the :first numbers used by men. 
4. and commas are us·ed in writing sets. 
5. sets may be written in ways. 
----
6. Three dots mean 
-------,--
'7. A: comma added to three dots means. 
8. This set is a set of 
9!.. The s;et {1,4,9,16} is a set of 
lO. Tha set of digits is { 
-------
} .. 
11. The E;et of points representing directed whole numbers is 
83 
12. The set of re&l numbers includes as well m.s integers. 
13. Every point on the rea:l number line represents a 
14.. The symbol "Qtr means 
-----· 
15. Iden:tie:ml sets. are sets which ha;,ve 
16.. E€1uiva:lent sets have the same 
17. One-to-one correspondence means 
------
18.. The universal s:et includes 
-----------------· 
•. 
----
19'... The symbol f·or the universal set is 
-------· 
20.. Cx:x is a nattural number Sind X< 5) means 
•• 
• 
REVIEW 
C0mplete each statement; then check_your answer. 
Fold back. 
I... A set is. a 
2. Members of a set a:.re 
-
3. Sets are referred to by 
j 
: collection 
' I • !." elem.ents 
. 
. 
:: · describing or listing 
. ' . 
4.. Capital letters are us.ed : to name sets 
5. Smmll letters s.re used 
6. Identical sets have 
7. El'.ements: in equivalent 
sets. are in 
8. )in empty set has 
: ta list elements 
: the same elements 
. 
. 
:· one-to-one correspondence 
: no elements 
9. The symbol. for the empty : 
s:et is 
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I-C>. The universelL set includes every elemE)nt in a discourse 
1.1... . ttl U "' is the. symbol f'or . . the uni versa! set 
1:2. . . .&IJL the elements ef a. : 
subset are : aLso members of another set 
Ea. The co~plem~nt of a set : 
is mw.de up of : all the other elements in U 
].'4. Elements of m. listeQ. set : 
a.re inclosed in 
JL5. Symbol :for superset is 
~ braces 
. 
. 
• 
.. 
16. Three dots,. tt ..... It mean.~ _: and so on 
17. ~ .. comma following three 
dots means 
18. These symbols meam 
(a)# __ _ 
(b)>--· 
Cc) \ 
19. ~ (~,2:,a); R (3,4, 5) 
.A>"B 
.&.v'.B 
: up to 
: is not equal to 
:'·is gre&ter than. 
: is less than 
• . 
: {3} 
=· {1.,2,,3,4,5} 
2.0. Sets. which do not have com-: 
mon elements axe 
----
2'1. Identify and write symbol 
(b) 
·· fc) 
C a) 
(e) 
(f) 
: disjoint sets 
. .. 
: . .A' 
: A II B 
: BCA. 
: .A~B 
: .AVB 
a.ls o Jif'l B 
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22 •. 1. 2 3 4 5 6. 7 
• • • • • • • 
2.3.-3 -2 -L 0 ·1. 2 3 
24. 
. . . . ' . . 
-2 -£ =to f r · 2 
Intervals: . 
86. 
: natural number line 
-
: number line of integers 
: the real number line 
Intervals: 
25. '( 
-2 -I. 
· · y· -..... -- ---·. --· :- (-I. 1), including both endpoints 
o )!. 2---a 
26. )--( . (1. $) including neither . 
-2. .-1 0 2 3 
_.. ' 
I ... endpoint 
( 
27 •. -2 -1 0 l 2: 3 . -C~ li) including· left endpoint •· 
--2 C) -~r L 2' 3 . . 
28 •.. )-·--
-2 -1 0 
·----+-) : {-2 ~), including right endpoint 
1 2 3· 
29f. Lisi the s.et of natural . . 
numbers less than 8_..;. __ ::{1,2,3,4,5,6,7} 
30., List the set of odd num-
bers greater than 4 amd 
less than 10 . {5,7 ,9} • 
~1!-. List the set .. of ev.en num-: 
bers greater than lL and •· . 
less than 20 • {12,14,16,18} . 
32. List the set of natural : 
numbers less than l . ¢ .. 
33 •. Describe· the set {1,2,3, .•• } The set of natural numbers. 
: 
34. Describe the set { 5, 10, 15} The set of na-tural numbers 
IJ'· less than 16 divisible by 5. 
• 
• 
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TEST III 
Write the correct sym.bol(s) for ea.ch of· the following . 
phra.ses: 
I.. The universaL set 
~.. The ·-empty set 
3. .A .subset 
4. JU. supers.et 
5. Intersection of sets 
6. Union of sets 
7. .And: so on 
8. 
g; •. 
1:.0. 
l.I.. 
.And so on. up 
Is equal to 
Is not equal 
Is less than 
to 
to 
JL2-. Is grea,ter than 
--~-----~---------------------------------------
1:3. A. set of ali. x such tha.t x; is equal to 4 plus 2 
From the universal set of' natural numbers list the el~ 
ements of the following sets: 
1~.;· The set of numerals on the clock 
.\1.5. The set of ·ail single digit prime numbers 
1.:&. The set of even numbers l:.ess than 10 
lt'7. The set of al]. odd numbers grea.ter than IO and less than 
20 
1:8. The set of a:ll the numbers which are perfect squares an.d 
• 
• 
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TEST III (CONTINUED) 
which are less than 18 
l9i. The set of pairs of numbers whose sum is 5 
2£0. The set of all'. the numbers less than 8 which are divisi-
ble by 3 -·--------~----------~~~-~--~~---~--------
2I. The set o.f all proper f'rSJ.ctions having· numeraters and 
denominators from the s·et {1!,2,3} ---....:....--------
De:scribe these sets exactly: 
2·2. {22',24,26,28} -·--------
2 3. {lT, 1.3, 17, l!J} -----....----------------
24. {r,a,s, ... } 
2'.5. {11.,2,.3,4, ••• ,9} 
Identify these number lines: 
26. 
0 z 
2.7. • • • 
-·2 -I 0 1 --
2:8. • 
lJ_ 2 3 4 
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• TEST III (CONTINUED) I 
Dra:w these intervals on the real number l.ine. 
29. (Q___g) 
30. (3,-~.6) 
-· 
3l .• (0 -2) 
-
Check the. column(s) which compare the following pairs 
of sets accu-ra;tely:· 
IDENTICAL EQ tTIV .ALENT 
32. {2,4,6,8}; {3,6,9,12} 
33. { 1' 2' 3' ••• '2'6}; {a:.., b, c ' ••• , z } ___ _ 
34. {.3, 4, 5}; {4, 3' 5} 
Check the column which. des.crib.es the statement. 
The statement is TRUE FALSE 
35. Zero is a. number. 
36. It is. possible to list the 
elements of all sets. 
37. The solution set ef 
{x:2x ""10} is (~) 
• 
• 
;.··-
• 
/ 
TEST III (CONTINUED) 
Shade the indicated set in the diagram. 
-_(5) 
#38 .. ~~ 39. A/\B 40.· AVB'· 42 • .A\.1\B 
In the diagram below set .A is made up of four re-
regions, {I}, {4}, {5},, and {7}.set B is made up of :four 
regi'ons:,{2},{6},. {7}, {5}. Set:;O is made up Q:f four re-
gions, {3}, { 4}, {7}, {6}. 
Set A represents all the people who can sing. 
S e;t B represents a;I.l the people who can dance. Set C 
represents all. th;e people who can skate. 
Use the numbers in the regions to indicate inter-
sections. 
43. What set(s) of peop'le can sing, dance, and skate, 
tha;t is, can do all three thing:s? 
44. What set( s) o:f people .can do nothing but s~ng?· 
45. Wha-t set{s) o:f people can. do nothing but dance? 
44. What set( s) of' people can sing and dance? 
47. What set(s) of people can sing and skate? 
90 
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LETTER FROM SMSG 
Bel.ow is a copy o:f a~. letter :from Dr. E. G:. :Begle written 
in answer to an inquiry about work ill·modern m~th.ematics being 
done by SMSG with slo-vrer s,tudents. 
SCHOOL MATHEMATICS STUDY GE.OUP' 
Hen:r;y B·&.rnard H:al.l 
J Yal:.e. University 
E. G. B~gle 
Director 
Miss Margarita. L. Winthrop 
5 Bowditch Court 
Roxbury r9, Mmss. 
-Dear Miss Winthrop: 
'..s:.. 
Mailing .Address 
Drawer 2502~ Ya~e Sta~ion 
Ne~ Haven, Connecticut 
June 2, 1.9:.60 
I am afraid that· at the moment nething has yet been done 
SJ.bout trying the newly propos.ed mathematics courses w:ith 
slower s,tudents. We do .ha.ve plans to tr:y our materials with 
such students in the next academic year. I rill have your 
narrne pl.mced on our mailing list. Results o:f our experiments 
will be reported ::i,.n our Nelf."sletter. 
.,- Yours very truly, 
EGB:mb E. G. Begle 
/ 
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